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Abstract 
 
 
In the prediction of phenomenon behavior there is a presupposition that a 
similarity exists between model and phenomenon. Success of application is 
derived from that similarity. An example of this approach is the use of similarity 
conditions such as Reynolds number in flow problems or Fourier number in heat 
transfer problems. 
 
The advent of performance-based codes has opened up opportunities for many 
diverse avenues of fire model implementation. The reliability of models depends 
upon model correspondence uncertainty. Model correspondence uncertainty is 
incomplete and distorted information introduced into a simulation by a modeling 
scheme. It manifests itself as 1) the uncertainty associated with the mathematical 
relationships hypothesized for a particular model, and 2) the uncertainty of the 
predictions obtained from the model. 
 
Improving model implementation by providing a method for rank-ordering 
models is the goal of the Model Validity Criterion (MVC) method. MVC values 
can be useful as a tool to objectively and quantitatively choose a model for an 
application or as part of a model improvement program 
 
The MVC method calculates the amount of model correspondence uncertainty 
introduced by a modeling scheme. Model choice is based upon the strategy of 
minimizing correspondence uncertainty and therefore provides the model that best 
corresponds to the phenomenon. The MVC value for a model is quantified as the 
sum of the length of two files. These files are individual measures of model 
structure correspondence uncertainty and model behavior correspondence 
uncertainty. The combination of the two uncertainty components gives an 
objective and structured evaluation of the relative validity of each model from a 
set of likely candidate models. The model with the smallest uncertainty files has 
the lowest MVC value and is the model with the most validity. 
 
Ultimately the value of such a method is only realized from its utility. Example 
applications of the MVC method are demonstrated. Examples evaluate the rank-
ordering of plume physics options used within the computer zone model WPI-Fire 
when validated against upper layer temperature data from compartment-fire test 
scenarios. The results show how candidate models of a set may be discriminated 
against based on validity. These results are powerful in that they allow the user to 
establish a quantitative measure for level of model performance and/or choose the 
most valid model for an application.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The general subject of this dissertation is the validation of deterministic predictive 
models intended to explain a physical phenomenon. The research findings 
contained in this document provide the conceptual and mathematical development 
of the Model Validity Criterion (MVC) method for rank-ordering a set of 
deterministic models based on validity for predictions in the validation context. 
The research results are demonstrated specifically for the circumstance of 
selecting a model for making fire protection engineering predictions. 
 
The technical guidance standards1,2 and recent literature in fire protection 
engineering model evaluation3,4,5,6,7,8 have tried to address the problem of model 
validation. The approaches are generally uninspired although most do discourage 
the use of qualitative comparisons of predictions with data as a measure of 
validity. The major difficulties that the fire model analyst must deal with are 
numerous poorly documented models and a disproportionately small number of 
reliable data sets for model validation. Unfortunately, predictions are most 
urgently needed for unique building arrangements or compartment layouts for 
which data does not pre-exist. Such physical conditions in a building could 
possibly create dissimilar outcomes that are difficult for any model other than a 
physical law to accurately predict. Fire models need to be able to extrapolate or 
make predictions outside of the known territory like a physical law. Therefore a 
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fire model validation methodology should measure model structure 
correspondence as well as measure the agreement between data and predictions. 
 
Model structural correspondence evaluates the correlation between model 
equations, number of variables and choice of variables, and the physical laws of 
nature that guide the process that is being modeled. A basic tenet of the MVC 
method is that simple models imply or signify structural correspondence with 
nature. The reader must take note that the MVC method preference for simple 
models does not imply that simplistic or naive models are preferred. Rather, 
models that are elaborately constructed or padded with irrelevant material are less 
likely to be authentic representations of the physics that exist in nature. This is a 
salient point in the field of fire protection engineering that finds itself ever more 
reliant upon sophisticated and complex models. 
 
The significance of this method is important in a practical sense since in the real 
world all applications are predicated upon the similarity between the physics of 
the application and the model. One should be wary of reliance on overly-
sophisticated and complex models in that often the true nature9 of the application 
scenario is overlooked. 
 
The MVC model validation method will help refocus model users upon the 
prediction given the application requirements and provide guidance for choosing 
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models that produce more legitimate simulations. The engineer must assess the 
model application requirements and use the MVC method with cognizance of 
those application requirements. This subtle but essential requirement exists 
because the numerical values of the MVC (and therefore model rank-orderings) 
are sensitive to the choices that are made when combining models in a set for 
rank-ordering and selecting criteria for data to be included in the validation data 
set.  
 
This solution of the model validation problem uses mathematical expressions and 
concepts that are unfamiliar to most fire protection engineers. Even if one is 
familiar with the expressions it may still be difficult to transpose the abstract math 
to the common understanding of models, data, model predictions and model 
validation. 
 
Mathematically the validation problem is represented in Bayes’ equation.10 It 
provides an equation for calculating the likelihood that a model corresponds to a 
phenomenon given data representing the phenomenon. Li and Vitanyi11 have 
reported that in applications, practitioners express the uncertainty of a model’s 
correspondence as Shannon’s entropy.12 Entropy measures uncertainty where 
minimum uncertainty (or certainty) exists in a probability value of 1 or 0; and 
maximum uncertainty exists in a probability value of ½ . (Probability values of 1 
or 0 mean that an outcome absolutely occurs or an outcome absolutely does not 
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occur. Probability values of 1 and 0 are complete certainties. Whereas, a 
probability value of ½ indicates the outcome can equally go either way.) Bayes’ 
equation can be transformed into an entropy form by taking the negative 
logarithm to the base 2 on both sides of Bayes’ equation. The entropy 
transformation of Bayes’ equation allows a correspondence uncertainty rather 
than correspondence to be calculated. 
 
For the model validation problem it is awkward to gather evidence supporting the 
likelihoods of Bayes’ equation. So Li and Vitanyi11 have suggested likelihoods 
from Solomonoff’s Universal probability distribution. Solomonoff’s distribution 
assigns probability based upon length of a description and is an elegant theoretical 
solution to the assignment of probabilities, particularly the prior. 
 
Rissanen,13 building on results of the great mathematician Kolmogorov,11 
provides an estimate of the lengths in his Minimum Description Length Principle. 
This principle can be paraphrased as - The best model to explain a validation data 
set is the one which minimizes the sum of the model algorithm code length and the 
length of the model prediction error file. Maciejowski14 interpreted and applied 
the Principle13 so that model algorithm code length was defined by the number of 
terminals or independent meaningful symbols in the model algorithm and the 
length of the model prediction error file was defined by the number of bits in the 
error file. 
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For fire protection applications this abstract mathematical and computer coding 
theory solution to the model validation problem required grounding to a rational 
and practical engineering understanding of the framework of model validation. 
The MVC method was developed and derived based on the mathematics and 
coding theory mentioned above but more specifically as a comprehendible 
approach to validation. The concept of Model Correspondence Uncertainty is 
defined in this dissertation and a model validation analogy to electronic 
communications is presented to help explain the entropy concept. Venn diagrams 
are used to reinforce the mathematical derivation of the MVC. Also, some 
practical examples are constructed to explain the concept of file length as a 
measure of correspondence with a phenomenon. Then a formal, yet simple, 
procedure is developed for step-by-step application of the MVC validation 
method. Finally, applications of the MVC method to the solution of some model 
rank-ordering problems in fire protection engineering is demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 2 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW 
 
 
This dissertation provides a thorough scientific and mathematical background, 
description, and demonstration of the new model validation MVC method. The 
expectation is that the research topic and findings are of interest to engineers and 
engineering researchers. The reader is assumed to have familiarity with simple 
computer programming, the use of computer fire models and some understanding 
of their role in performance-based design. An appreciation for the use of 
probabilistic mathematics is also helpful but not necessary. 
 
There are five appendices that provide the details of the method. The content of 
each is explained below. 
 
 
Appendix A A Strategy for Comprehensive Fire Model Validation 
 
This appendix provides a substantial context for a rational interpretation of model 
validation. The context spans the current performance-based design use of 
models, the array of strategies used by modelers to address the model choice 
problem, and the fundamental make up of models. It is through examining models 
and their parts that a meaningful strategy for validation becomes apparent. The 
strategy for comprehensive model validation involves quantifying a model’s 
correspondence to a physical phenomenon for each model of a set and then 
choosing the model with the least correspondence uncertainty The Model Validity 
Criterion (MVC) is introduced as a quantitative measure of the uncertainty of 
model correspondence. Therefore, models with the lowest MVC values are 
preferred by the strategy. 
 
 
Appendix B  A Methodology for Comprehensive Validation of Fire Models  
 
The MVC is a measure of the correspondence uncertainty of a model compared to 
the phenomenon it was meant to represent. Quantification of the MVC is 
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presented from two different angles. A practical approach motivates an intuitive 
understanding of the quantities making up the MVC. A purely mathematical 
approach provides the theory and logic behind the MVC quantification method. 
Both approaches to explaining the quantification reveal the same result: MVC 
measured as the sum of the length of the model algorithm plus the length of the 
model error file size. An overview is given of procedures to calculate the lengths 
making up the MVC. 
 
 
Appendix C Probabilistic Mathematics Background 
 
This appendix provides a review of probabilistic concepts and a derivation of 
Bayes’ equation. 
 
 
Appendix D  Essential Procedures for Fire Model Validation with the MVC 
Method 
 
The MVC method is a validation method for choosing among a set of 
models for implementation. This chapter provides the essential details 
necessary to evaluate the rank ordering of models for a scenario 
represented by a validation data set. The method has four steps that 
produce and interpret the MVC results. Each model among a set has an 
individual and likely different MVC value. Models with the lowest MVC 
value have preference within the rank order since these models display the 
lowest amount of correspondence uncertainty to the phenomenon being 
modeled. 
 
 
Appendix E  Applications of the MVC Method 
 
Proper usage of the MVC method is demonstrated in this chapter through 
examples. Examples evaluate the rank-ordering of plume physics options used 
within the computer zone model WPI-Fire when validated against upper layer 
temperature data from compartment-fire test scenarios. The examples show how 
the method is used to calculate validity for different validation contexts. Linkage 
of the fire dynamics of the models and the validation data sets is important to the 
success of the validation method. Enhancements of the MVC method results are 
highlighted through other examples. 
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CHAPTER 3 CONCLUSION 
 
 
3.1 SUMMARY 
 
Validation is the process of gathering evidence of a model’s correspondence with 
its associated phenomenon. Model correspondence uncertainty is the amount of 
distorted or incomplete information manifested within a model. A comprehensive 
strategy for model validation is to 1) estimate the amount of correspondence 
uncertainty of any model as a representation of a physical phenomenon, and 2) 
give rank-order preference to models with minimal correspondence uncertainty. 
 
The MVC value of a model provides a criterion to estimate the amount of 
correspondence uncertainty. It is an interpretation of Bayes’ equation. Bayes’ 
equation allows one to calculate the likelihood that a model does indeed 
correspond to its phenomenon given a set of test data. The entropy transformation 
of the equation allows for correspondence uncertainty rather than just 
correspondence to be calculated. 
 
The component parts of the model correspondence uncertainty are the structure 
correspondence uncertainty and the behavior correspondence uncertainty. The 
theory of descriptional uncertainty and the Universal distribution applied to the 
entropy transformation of Bayes’ equation allow the terms of the MVC to be 
quantified. The result is that structure correspondence uncertainty is estimated as 
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the size of the model algorithm. Likewise, behavior correspondence uncertainty is 
estimated as the size of the error file from model predictions compared to 
observed values. 
 
The MVC methodology is to calculate the MVC value for each model of a set. 
The MVC is the sum of the model algorithm size and the model error file size. 
The MVC method procedures are unusual but fairly simple. Careful attention, 
however, must be spent in linking the fire dynamics among the set of models, the 
validation data set and the intended application context. 
 
MVC numerical values are sensitive to the choices that are made when combining 
models in a set, and in selecting criteria for data in the validation data set. The 
sensitivity ultimately becomes manifested in the resulting validation context. One 
should remain cognizant of these choices and carefully document them so that 
MVC results have a clearly defined validation context. 
 
The practical result of the MVC method is that it allows one to rank order models 
either to choose a model for making predictions or to establish model 
performance for a model improvement project. Demonstrations of the use of 
method and method enhancements provide a substantial package to reinforce the 
quality of MVC results in future validation programs. 
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3.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
This dissertation provides contributions to fire model validation in fire protection 
engineering in four key ways: 
 
• Provides a comprehensive strategy for fire model validation, 
• Derives a methodology that implements the strategy for validation 
• Presents a procedure for the validation method, 
• Demonstrates example applications of the method and its procedures.  
 
 
The first contribution focuses the model validation (or model choice) problem on 
the goal of choosing the model with the minimum amount of correspondence 
uncertainty. Providing a goal for a validation exercise in terms of a strategy that is 
comprehensive and tangible has value. It is likely that the value is appreciated in 
the field of fire protection where models are frequently used for prediction outside 
the known territory and where the term “validation” has often been abused. 
 
The second contribution provides a comprehendible, mathematically based 
methodology for model validation. Previous approaches to the problem were quite 
abstract and depended upon coding theory which is conceptually and 
mathematically foreign to most fire protection engineers. The development of the 
MVC method of fire model validation purposefully approaches the solution with a 
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common engineering understanding of models, data, models predictions and 
model validation. 
 
The third contribution is a step-wise procedure for applying the methodology. The 
procedure  is simple, yet it has subtleties that are important to the success of the 
method. The procedures allow the method to be applied using only a spreadsheet 
and some minor hand-calculations. 
 
The fourth contribution is the demonstration of the method procedures applied to 
some example model choice problems. There are several varied examples that 
each highlights a particular aspect of the application of the MVC method. These 
examples are intended to further illustrate the method and provide guidance for 
proper method application.  
 
3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  
 
The MVC method offers many desirable features. It’s quantitative, 
comprehensive, mathematically well-founded, unrestricted by sparse validation 
test data and sparingly consumes computational resources. It is a powerful 
measure that will mature into a practical tool for evaluating model quality.  
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A level of maturation of this method will come from testing the robustness and 
making refinements in the procedures that comprise the MVC method.  A general 
improvement will come from applying the MVC method to a wide range of 
models and data sets. 
 
Several particular advances need to be made to better serve the needs of analysts 
of fire protection engineering models. The following suggestions are made for 
further research that will lead to improvements in the procedures that comprise 
the MVC method and in confidence in the MVC method. 
 
1) Construction of a more extensive database, to include scenarios representative of 
situations in which predictive tools are used in real world applications. The CIB 
W14 – WG7 Assessment and Verification of Mathematical Fire Models working 
group has an initiative to identify requirements for data collection for the specific 
intent of evaluating models. This work will hopefully lead to more grants and 
international programs to collect more and varied data. These data are necessary 
for inclusion in validation data sets and also as comparison data to evaluate the 
accuracy of MVC method-specified model predictions in new and varied 
applications.  
 
2) The preparation of documentation that explicitly details the composite make-up of 
a model. This document would specify the exact physics included in the model 
 14
and provide an index of the links between submodels. Model developers and 
groups such as the SFPE Model Evaluation Task Group are beginning this task in 
adherence with ASTM E1472-92 Standard Guide1 for Documenting Computer 
Software for Fire Models. This documentation is necessary for legitimate 
groupings to be made among models of a candidate set. 
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APPENDIX A  
 
 
A STRATEGY FOR COMPREHENSIVE FIRE MODEL 
VALIDATION 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Model validation is a process meant to filter out unacceptable predictive 
uncertainty inherent in applying an imperfect model. However, there are deeper 
and more meaningful conceptions of validity. An argument for implying an 
absolute match between a model and the phenomenon it was meant to represent 
becomes entangled with philosophical beliefs. The topic so irritates some that 
they go as far as to propose refuting the word "validation" entirely. For example, 
Beard's1,2 conviction is that the use of the word "validation" implies "proven 
correct" which is in direct opposition to the scientific method. He says this is 
logically impossible and that the most that can be done is to compare theoretical 
prediction with experiment and observe the difference. For clarity he proposes 
that the term not be used at all. 
 
Beard’s argument is not without merit. The term “validation” has become3,4,5,6 
synonymous for comparisons of predictions with test data. Validation is a potent 
word and implies more than comparisons with a handful of data. 
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This appendix provides a substantial context for a new meaning of validation. The 
context is threefold; each with a narrower field. 
 
The discussion starts with the use of models for prediction. Models are examined 
from the perspective of how they are used within the current regulatory 
framework. The use of models shows the possibility that model predictive 
uncertainty could lead to constructing buildings incapable of avoiding failure. 
This is the fundamental reason for addressing model validity. 
 
Then the suitability of current model choice strategies as validation methods is 
investigated. Strategies for model choice are reviewed for their value as indicators 
of validity. The presentation shows that none of the current available strategies 
are acceptable as a validation strategy. 
 
Finally, models are examined from the inside out. A model’s qualitative makeup 
is dissected into its component parts. The identified parts display and emphasize 
the correspondence of a model to actual physical phenomena. A strategy is 
developed to use the distinct differences in correspondence among model choices 
as a comprehensive measure of validity. Models with the least correspondence 
uncertainty are preferred. 
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A solid mathematical approach7,8,9,10 is borrowed from the field of information 
theory to explicitly define the correspondence and eventually provide the new 
measure of validity. Model simulations are found to be concrete and explicit 
reductions of real phenomena. Reduction is a process similar to data compression 
in a communication process – some information is retained and some is lost or 
distorted. An analogy can be struck between the process of measuring data 
compression reliability in electronic communications and the reliability of a 
model scheme in reproducing a phenomenon as a model simulation.  
 
The strategy for comprehensive model validation involves quantifying the 
correspondence for each model and then choosing the model with the least 
correspondence uncertainty. The Model Validity Criterion (MVC) is introduced. 
It provides a quantitative measure of the uncertainty of model correspondence 
with a physical phenomenon.  
 
2 GENERALIZING THE PROCESS OF TRIAL DESIGN EVALUATION 
 
Because the regulatory landscape of the past was monopolized by prescriptive 
building codes, building fire performance was never calculated. The hazard was 
implied by the construction category and occupancy classification of building 
codes. The decision to accept or reject a protective system for a building rested 
with the regulator who used the compliance of the building with the prescriptive 
codes as the basis of evaluation. 
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Recent performance-based codes11,12 and design methods13 have provided 
alternative approaches allowing greater flexibility of design and acceptance 
criteria. For instance, the SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-Based Fire 
Protection Analysis and Design13 provides guidance and a series of steps for 
proper design and analysis of fire protection designs. Those steps are: 1) Establish 
Performance Criteria, 2) Develop Fire Scenarios, 3) Identify Design Fire 
Scenarios, 4) Develop Trial Designs, and 4) Evaluate Trial Designs. 
 
Building fire performance is predicted and then compared to acceptable level 
criteria in the final step of performance-based design: Evaluate Trial Designs.13 
The rest of this section will focus on activities involved in design evaluation. The 
discussion is quite general and the risk of oversimplification is acknowledged. 
 
2.1 Model Prediction 
 
Often building performance is predicted for individual building designs through 
model simulation of fire events. In general deterministic engineering models 
require and provide more specific detail than is possible based on rules-of-thumb 
or experiential judgment. Consider the use of the concept of fire load that was the 
former standard for predicting fire hazard. Fire load is defined as14 a measure of 
the maximum heat that would be released if all combustibles in a given fire area 
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burned. It is typically important for the calculation of building fire resistance in 
the postflashover fire. This concept has been replaced by the concept of a time-
temperature curve15 of the enclosure fire gases. 
 
A time-temperature curve provides likely time-temperature history of a potential 
fire in a compartment. This concept is routinely used to represent the severity of 
an expected fire and its development time. Calculation of the time temperature 
curve requires specific enclosure and ventilation characteristics plus rates of heat 
losses and gains due to combustion of the fuel contents. The time temperature 
curve is a model of an expected fire. The time-temperature history15 provides a 
more detailed representation of the hazard than the fire loading in a room. 
 
The level of detail produced by a model arises from the explicitness of inputs 
representing the design and the explicitness of algorithms required of the 
simulation. Choosing model input in terms of a design fire and representing the 
building response as an explicit set of equations (or algorithm) causes 
uncertainties in the model output.  
 
Models are useful if the uncertainty in the explicit results does not hinder the 
benefit of the detailed information provided by the model. The choice of model 
will determine its usefulness as a predictor since different models rely on different 
specific inputs and explicit equations in the algorithms. 
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2.2 Acceptance Criteria 
 
The evaluation of trial designs13 proceeds from modeling to comparing model 
results with performance criteria. Model results representing candidate designs are 
evaluated and found to pass or fail acceptance criteria. The candidate designs are 
evaluated on the merits and inadequacies of each individual design's performance 
relative to acceptable levels. The designs can be categorized either as failure or 
failure avoidance events.  
 
Fire failures are16 events where the ignition and subsequent building performance 
results in death, injury, or unacceptable loss. Fire failure avoidance is an event 
where building performance under the threat of fire successfully averts unwanted 
consequences17 such as death, injury or unacceptable loss. The failure avoidance 
events indicate an adequate level of performance in a design. Within the design 
method guidance,13 these failure-avoidance event designs are pooled and 
compared with other criteria such as cost so as to select a design from which 
construction will proceed.  
 
 
3 UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR EVALUATION 
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In the evaluation of trial designs,13 two unfavorable conditions impact the design 
decision in a severe way. Those conditions occur when design overcapacity is 
trimmed and when there is uncertainty in the model prediction.  
 
3.1 Trimming Overcapacity of Building Design 
 
When a design actually performs better than necessary, then a certain amount of 
overcapacity13 is present. Overcapacity is the resistance above and beyond what is 
necessary to counter the load presented by an unwanted fire in a building.  
 
When failure avoidance events are predicted then the overcapacity from a design 
may be trimmed. Fortuitously it is this trimming of excess capacity that results in 
savings in building construction cost, capitol equipment cost, and installation 
costs. For instance, take a case in which a building design passes the performance 
criteria but is considered too expensive. A new design is then generated which 
reduces the amount of protection so that, with respect to the same hazard, 
untenable conditions happen sooner - but still fall within the performance 
requirement.  
 
A good way to visualize the relationship between the designs and the pass/fail 
criteria for acceptable levels is shown in Figure 1. The figure shows the 
requirement for an occupied building where the evacuation time must be less than 
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the untenability time for a passing building design. (Other criteria may exist or be 
preferable to the straight line shown here. This linear relationship was chosen to 
simplify the diagram.) The first design is represented by the small black square on 
the right. The second reduced protection design is shown as the small black 
square to the left of the first design. The proximity of the design to the criteria line 
provides an indication of the overcapacity of the design. The further the design is 
from the line the greater the overcapacity. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The relationship between the pass/fail criteria and two potential designs are shown: one 
with reduced protection (shown as small black square on left) and one with overcapacity (shown 
as small black square on right). The evacuation time for the two designs remains constant. 
 
 
3.2 Uncertainty in Fire Model Prediction 
 
Model predictive uncertainty is the variation of the predicted value from the 
actual value. There are many causes of predictive uncertainty that will be 
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examined further in the following sections. A large predictive uncertainty 
establishes a gray area around the event. 
 
Consider making a prediction of fire performance of a building design. The 
engineer must select a model or set of equations with which to represent the fire 
development, occupant response and building response. The prediction, lacking 
perfect accuracy for the actual design performance, has an inherent uncertainty. 
That uncertainty is the error in the actual versus predicted abscissa and the error in 
the actual versus predicted ordinate. Such errors when combined could be 
represented graphically as a gray area or circle surrounding the deterministic 
prediction. The graph in Figure 2 shows the condition for the same predictions 
made using two different models each with a different uncertainty. The 
uncertainties arise from the error in the actual versus predicted evacuation times 
and the error in the actual versus predicted times to critical conditions. The size of 
the circles around the predictions indicates the amount of uncertainty in the model 
prediction. 
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Fig. 2. Two different model predictions for a single design are shown: one with large uncertainty 
(large circle) and one with a smaller uncertainty (small circle). 
 
 
3.3 Description of Switchover 
 
Now with an understanding of the individual contributions of the unfavorable 
conditions, it is useful to examine the interactions of the conditions. When 
overcapacity of a design is large, then even a model with a large predictive 
uncertainty will not likely indicate failure. But when overcapacity is small, then 
the size of the predictive uncertainty becomes significant. The model predictive 
uncertainty influences the occurrence of the failure avoidance event. As a result 
performance may wrongfully be evaluated as failure avoidance, and a building 
could be built without an adequate level of protection. The building performance 
would be in the failure area but had been evaluated as a failure avoidance event. 
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A common term for this effect has been developed; – switchover.13,18,19 
Switchover is a reversal of the final decision. Switchover occurs in a decision 
framework when uncertainty is large enough to cause a significant change in the 
outcome criteria; thereby switching the decision from failure avoidance to failure. 
The case of a false positive identification is a commonly understood example of 
switchover. In a false-positive case, the outcome should have been identified 
negatively. The uncertainty of the identification method results in positive 
outcomes that are in fact false. In this case trimming design overcapacity and 
predictive model uncertainty are the combined factors influencing switchover 
from a fire failure avoidance event to a fire failure event and vice versa.  
 
Continuing the specific instance mentioned previously concerning two building 
designs: one with reduced protection, and one with excess capacity. Each design 
performance is predicted using a model with predictive uncertainty. Therefore 
each potential design would have uncertainty associated with its location within 
the pass-fail zone. Figure 3 shows the situation where the uncertainty in the 
reduced protection design is such that the design cannot be considered a complete 
failure avoidance event. A failure area exists for this design. The failure area is 
represented by the area of the uncertainty circle that overlaps the pass-fail line 
into the failure zone. This overlap occurs when overcapacity of the design is small 
and predictive uncertainty is large.  
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Fig. 3. The uncertainties of each design are plotted as circles surrounding the expected value for 
the design. Note that the uncertainty of the reduced protection design overlaps the time 
requirement line into the fail zone. This overlap is a switchover event. 
 
 
Very little research in fire protection has been done on the causes and 
implications of switchover. A case study20 was recently completed showing the 
sensitivity of model predictions to input variables. Results focused on the 
propagation of input data uncertainty through computer model predictions and the 
implications for switchover when model predictions were compared to acceptance 
criteria.  
 
No research has yet been done evaluating the impact of either reductions in design 
overcapacity or predictive model uncertainty due to choice of model on 
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switchover. So, what can be done to avoid switchover? Since cost cuts benefited 
by trimming overcapacity are so attractive, the level of protection in a building 
should only be evaluated using models with the least amount of predictive 
uncertainty. Choosing a model with low uncertainty requires a strategy.  
 
 
4 MODEL CHOICE PROBLEM IN PRACTICE 
 
In many fields21 of engineering and science, validation is a simple matter. A deep 
theoretical knowledge base exists and experimental data for comparison with 
predictions is obtained quickly, cheaply and reliably. However, model validation 
in the field of fire protection engineering is burdened with numerous difficulties.1  
 
There is no accepted validation standard available22 for fire protection engineering 
models. The lack of a standard leaves the fire protection engineer to either ignore 
or grapple with the model choice problem.  
 
In general a trend has been identified in the practice (as represented by the case 
studies23 of the International Conference of Performance-Based Codes and Fire 
Safety Design Methods) that ignores the model choice problem. Often predictive 
models are used to make judgments and decisions. However, no arguments or 
data are provided for choosing models to make predictions.  
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If one were to grapple with the model choice problem, rather than ignore it, one 
could establish various ad hoc frameworks.1,2,24 Perhaps informal strategies have 
already been developed for personal use in approaching problems. If so, those 
strategies would likely be contained in the following list of possibilities: model 
choice based on a strategy of least resistance, random process, best agreement or 
greatest complexity. 
 
4.1 Strategy of Least Resistance 
    
This strategy is the choice of those wishing to minimize energy spent on the 
model choice problem. The actions of those following this strategy are to 
“choose” the first model to become available. This strategy is implemented when 
one “chooses” whichever model happens to reside on one’s PC. The strategy 
adheres to a reliance upon fate to choose the model. 
 
4.2 Strategy of Random Choice 
 
This strategy entails the choice of a model from a group of candidates by a truly 
random process. The action of those following this strategy is to assign specific 
model choices to a physical item such as a die or a lottery ticket. The random 
process of rolling the die or choosing a single ticket from the lottery results in a 
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model choice. This strategy relies upon the principle of insufficient difference 
(also known as the principle of insufficient reason or indifference).25 The 
underlying principle is that the likelihood of one model being superior to another 
is insignificant so any model is as good as any other. The random process 
removes any bias that one may have toward a given model. 
 
So far the strategies are not very valuable. The principles upon which they rest are 
superficial to the problem and do not provide any substance for discussion. They 
were included for completeness in representing the options. One may fathom to 
guess how often the previous strategies are used in actual practice. However, the 
next two strategies are important to the validation issue. 
 
4.3 Strategy of Best Agreement 
 
This strategy is the choice of those believing that the answers to the model choice 
problem lie solely in comparisons with empirical evidence. The actions of those 
following this strategy are to choose the model with the best agreement between 
model predictions and experiment test data. This strategy relies on the principle of 
predicting future behavior based on past results such as empirical data. But, 
the fact that a model provides accurate predictions for one fire situation is not an 
absolute guarantee that it provides accurate predictions in another situation.26 
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Even though empirical evidence is the datum against which a theory is tested, 
model choice based on a comparison reported in this manner is likely to be faulty. 
Consider the situation where a model is created with the intent of mathematically 
reproducing a single outcome. Such is the case with a narrow empirical model 
that may be impressive at prediction for select cases but does not capture the 
physics that allows for a wider distribution of outcomes. These models are fit to 
the data describing a narrow range of scenarios. The result is a limited range of 
predictive capability and thus the model is not general purpose. 
 
An extreme example of such a model is constant predictor model. A constant 
predictor model is insensitive to the input that is provided. A constant predictor 
weather model is given different input for each of a sequence of days. Each 
successive day the model reports the same outcome – “The weather will be sunny 
tomorrow”. The agreement of such a prediction with empirical evidence tells 
nothing about the ability of the model to make accurate weather forecasts. This 
weather prediction outcome will likely be accurate some of the time when 
compared with empirical evidence even though it is only capable of describing a 
single scenario of the range of possible weather outcomes. When evaluating a 
group of models the choice should incorporate a determination of the ability of 
the physics of the model to articulate the subtleties of the fire development 
dynamics.  
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Dissimilar outcomes are intriguing because they are difficult to predict. In 
economics, modeling careers are built27 upon accurately forecasting dissimilar 
outcomes such as an economic expansion or severe downturn. Consider that there 
may be a whole distribution of outcomes a model can predict based on variations 
in model input. The shape of the distribution of model simulation outcomes 
depends upon the fidelity with which the physics has been captured by the model. 
Empirical evidence alone cannot establish the correspondence between a model 
and the actual physics of a phenomenon. Yet, empirical evidence still remains an 
essential component to model validation and the model choice problem. 
 
 
4.4 Strategy of Greatest Complexity 
 
This strategy is the choice of those believing that a complex or bigger model is 
better. Complex may be seen as bigger when one characterizes28 complexity as 
the number of recognized parts and the extent of their relationships. The actions 
of those following this strategy are to favor models that appear comprehensive 
based on some aspect of the source code such as number of lines of code, mesh 
size of numerical models, number of inputs describing the scenario, or number of 
mathematical relationships. The underlying principle is that the model’s size 
provides a measure of the detail in the model structure. And more detail in a 
model results in more accurate predictions.  
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It is informative to investigate the basis for this principle. This basis in plain terms 
is that anything not included in the model has no bearing on the model outcome. 
Probabilistically Cromwell’s Rule29 sums up the perspective: Any possibility 
receiving prior probability of zero must also have a posterior probability of zero. 
So when the model theory is ignorant of certain conditions then prediction results 
are ignorant of the same conditions. The model user (model chooser), often 
unfocused on model limitations, relies on the principle that more volume in the 
model means less ignorance and therefore better performance. So the maxim that 
is followed is - a large model is comprehensive and therefore its predictions are 
not ignorant of any important conditions. Thus one’s model should be “as big as a 
house.”29 
 
An alternative perspective casts doubt on this aspect of model size as an indicator 
of an accurate model. Large models are not30 incontrovertibly better 
representations of a system’s actual behavior or more valid as approximations of 
reality. When models are equally accurate, the “virtue” of model complexity 
indicates vacuousness rather than sophistication.31 Consider the tradeoff between 
a numerical model and an analytical model of the same phenomenon. The 
numerical model is larger in size. Even if the two models are equally accurate, the 
analytical model is considered more valid although it is smaller. It is smaller since 
it is streamlined in terms of the number of equations and necessary input 
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parameters, therefore, simpler. Ockham’s razor in this sense is interpreted31 as - 
Entities should be introduced into a theory only if they are absolutely necessary. 
 
Unnecessary entities in a model are excess equations, variables and\or operators. 
These are30 the parts of a model that cannot be traced to actual physics. These 
parts could be artifacts from an uncontrolled experiment that manifest themselves 
as a false parameter in a model, confusion in the model structure whereby effects 
are attributed to many diverse variables rather than the fewer appropriate 
variables, extra parameters and dependency relationships introduced as hedges 
against any potentially important conditions omitted from the concrete model 
theory, or spurious content such as a false relationship that appears among data 
when the wrong variables have been measured in an experiment. 
 
The simpleness quality is favorable for many reasons. Smaller models30 require 
fewer inputs reducing modeling effort and produce fewer outputs increasing 
model result intelligibility. There are other model characteristics which favor 
simpleness such as the cost of a model, time to comprehend the model and time 
for computing. 
 
Also, model simpleness is preferable since32 there is a lower frequency of simple 
models than there are of complex models that can explain the same phenomenon. 
As complexity decreases the frequency of adequate models diminishes. The job of 
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science is to discover the unique model (such as a fundamental general law) 
which cannot be refuted by any model of equal complexity.32 So model 
development and acceptance must30 start from a simple model and accept greater 
complexity only when evidence precludes acceptance of any simpler model 
structure. 
 
The commentary on the array of strategies provides no conclusive direction for 
choosing a model. The strategies were shown to be inadequate for fire model 
selection. An alternative strategy will be developed in a following discussion. 
 
Currently some established standards for evaluating fire models exist. The 
methods are still in their infancy. Even the most prominent methods are not 
referenced in practice. 
 
4.5 Other Activities  
 
ASTM E-135522 was developed to summarize the state-of-the-art in model 
validation. The methodology has four separate components: Model and Scenario 
Documentation, Independent Review of Physics and Chemistry, Verification of 
Computer Implementation of Theory, Quantification of Uncertainty and 
Accuracy. The independent review of physics and chemistry deals with model 
structure. It attempts to evaluate the correspondence of the model with the 
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physical laws of nature. Usually only the model developer24 has the extreme 
motivation necessary to conduct such a time-intensive task. The result of carrying 
through with the review is a degree of (unspecified) corroboration of the model 
equations with the body of scientific evidence. Model assumptions, 
approximations, equation structure and equation parameters (such as constants 
and default values) are evaluated for applicability in the proposed scenario 
context. The review results in a statement of the general acceptability of the 
approach. No specific guidance is given for review protocol other than a listing of 
what the review is to contain. Presumably results are reported in a subjective and 
qualitative way since there is no technique provided to do otherwise. In a model 
choice application qualitative results procured in such a time-intensive way would 
not be balanced by the level of effort involved in deriving those results. 
 
ISO CD 13389:199726 provides guidance on procedures for assessing and 
verifying the accuracy and applicability of deterministic mathematical fire 
models. This work encompasses the material in the ASTM E1355-97 guide22 and 
then expands upon it with a practical focus. The International Standards 
Organization (ISO) with the Conseil International du Batiment (CIB) is further 
working to develop a decision framework that addresses the need for guidance in 
choosing and using models. One large area of effort so far has been the 
international round-robin evaluation organized and carried out by CIB W 14 – 
Working Group 7. Overall the task provides a demonstration of how computer 
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models could be used to model fires. More than two dozen models were 
evaluated33 for performance in simulating a series of single compartment fire tests 
conducted at the technical research Center of Finland (VTT). Results33 have 
indicated that model use is hindered by many uncertainties particularly input data 
uncertainty and variability amongst results from users of the same model. Choice 
of models was not directly assessed in this task. 
 
5 A CLOSER LOOK AT MODELS 
 
Model choice is influenced by many different factors depending upon the context 
of model use. However, in choosing models based on validity one is confronted 
with the reality that there is no available standard method. To begin to derive a 
new model validation method one must understand models from the inside out.  
 
5.1 The Nature of Models 
 
When one investigates the nature of models one finds they have different 
qualities. The qualities exhibited in a model provides for a range of models with 
different intents, purposes and capabilities. 
 
Models exhibit a dual nature. A dual nature is the manifestation of two facets of 
an entity at the same time. Electromagnetic radiation exhibits a dual nature since 
it can be represented in terms of its wave nature and its particle nature 
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simultaneously. A model exhibits a dual nature since the two individual facets of 
information and uncertainty are manifested in a model. Fortunately there is a 
relationship between the two facets. 
 
The concept of uncertainty is complementary to the concept of information. 
Fundamentally the uncertainty of a given situation is the result of an information 
deficiency.34 Thus it can be inferred that the gathering of different kinds of 
information results in reduction of uncertainty in a model. Also that the degree to 
which information has been appropriately gathered in a model will determine the 
level of uncertainty.35 Recognition of the dual nature of models and the conflict 
between uncertainty and information is important to the development of a new 
strategy for model choice and model validation. 
 
Model correspondence uncertainty is the degree and kind of erroneous 
information within a model. It is best understood by classifying its component 
parts and examining each of them in great detail. 
 
Smithson has assembled a comprehensive taxonomy.36 That taxonomy has been 
adapted for the purposes of showing the contribution of different types of 
erroneous information to uncertainty. The adaptation is shown in Figure 4.  
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Fig. 4. Taxonomy of model uncertainty illustrating the relationship between uncertainty and kinds 
or degrees of information.36 
 
The taxonomy shows that model correspondence uncertainty is influenced by two 
apparent factors: incompleteness and distortion. Each of these factors is further 
subdivided based upon whether the information is erroneous in degree or kind. 
Incomplete information is coarse representation of factual information. It can be 
further subdivided into Degraded information (degree) and Absent information 
(kind). Degraded information is a reduced quality of factual information. Absent 
information is an omission of factual information. Distorted information is a 
misrepresentation of factual information. It can be further subdivided into 
Inaccurate information (degree) and Confused information (kind). Inaccurate 
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information is a shallow or superficial association of facts. Confused information 
is the association of facts by mistake such as wrongful substitution. 
 
The degree and kind of information that is both distorted and incompletely 
represented within a model is the model correspondence uncertainty. Model 
correspondence uncertainty is important to recognize and measure for establishing 
model validity.  
 
 
5.2 Recognizing Model Correspondence Uncertainty 
 
Sensitivity is a quality that can be used to recognize correspondence between a 
model and the phenomenon it intends to represent. Most commonly sensitivity 
analysis is used to measure the effect of input uncertainties on model output. This 
quality is measured37 by calculating the rate of change of the output variable with 
respect to one or several input variables. 
 
The analysis of sensitivity can also be important in cataloging the dominance-
ranked sequence of variables in systems, data and/or equations representing 
model theory. The analysis is most simply carried out by varying one of the 
independent variables in steps over a certain range. Effects are then observed in 
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the value of the dependent variable. Independent variables are represented in 
terms of the magnitude of influence of each variable on the dependent variable. 
 
Importance analysis19,20 is a particular type of sensitivity analysis. An importance 
analysis function could be constructed for an experiment collecting data or a 
mathematical model meant to represent a phenomenon such as the gravitational 
force on a body. For the dependent variable, gravitational force, the dominant 
independent variables are the masses of the attracted and attracting objects and the 
distance between them. But there are numerous real but less significant 
independent variables that influence the gravitational force on a body such as the 
masses of other neighboring bodies and their relative distances. Even though these 
variables exist they are not likely measured in an experiment or represented in a 
mathematical model. Figure 5 shows the different importance analysis functions 
for a real phenomenon (such as the gravitational force on a body or any other 
physical phenomenon), experimental representation and the mathematical model. 
A comparison of the functions will reveal the practical basis for correspondence 
uncertainty in models. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of importance analysis functions for a real  phenomenon,  a collection of 
experiment data and a model simulation. 
 
 
The importance analysis functions show individual representations of the 
sensitivity of the real phenomenon, hypothetical experiment data and a possible 
theoretical model. The function for the real phenomenon shows an ordinate and 
abscissa representing the relative contributions of each independent variable to the 
value of the dependent variable. The x-axis includes an infinite number of terms. 
The contribution of each term further out on the axis becomes less significant and 
eventually reaches an insignificant value. 
 
The experimental data and model importance analysis functions can be compared 
to that of the real phenomenon. The comparison will provide a more thorough 
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understanding of the correspondence in terms of both information and 
uncertainty. Overall the comparison of the distributions shows that sensitivity is 
different among the real phenomenon, experiment data and model. The difference 
is the change in sensitivity of the each function to the independent variables.  
 
The shape of the curve is not a constant for the phenomenon, the experiment and 
the model. In fact, each is markedly different. The curve shape is important since 
it measures the relative impact that each independent variable has on defining the 
phenomenon outcome. The curve change is indicative of the distorted and 
incomplete information contained in the experiment data and the model as a 
representation of the phenomenon. The curve change further reveals that the 
experiment data and the model each have a different amount of correspondence 
uncertainty associated with them as representations of the phenomenon. 
Investigating the sources of the changes in sensitivity will aid recognition and an 
understanding of model correspondence uncertainty.  
 
There are two different sources of the change in sensitivity: incomplete 
information and distorted information about the phenomenon.  
 
5.2.1 Incomplete Information 
 
Incomplete information36 appears as absent and degraded information.  
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Absent information is evident from the fact that only a finite and small number of 
independent variables of the phenomenon are included in the experiment data or 
model. The importance analysis functions for the experiment data and model have 
important gaps in the knowledge of the phenomenon. This could be because some 
variables remain as controlled variables in experiments and are therefore 
unmeasured. Other variables are neglected as not significant or important enough. 
The same rationale is used to limit the terms and relationships within a 
mathematical model.  
 
Degraded information is present when experiments and models use lumped 
parameters to generalize the individual effects of several related variables. An 
example would be the measurement of mass flow rather than individual velocity, 
density and area measurements. The lumped parameter approach is often used in 
modeling as well.  
 
5.2.2 Distorted Information 
 
Distorted information appears as inaccurate and confused information.  
Inaccurate information shows itself in sensitivity distributions as a systematic 
reordering of the magnitude of influence of independent variables. Relatively, one 
variable wrongfully shows more influence on the dependent variable than another 
variable.  
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Inaccurate information comes about from experiments when data is culled in an 
uncontrolled environment such as when an imperfect instrument is used to make 
measurements. Any instrument introduces uncertainty but instruments in which 
uncontrolled effects are ignored are especially uncertain. An example is the use of 
an unshielded thermocouple to measure temperature changes due to a radiant fire 
source. The radiant heat absorption by the thermocouple biases the reported 
temperature and the information thus gleaned is inaccurate. In modeling the 
inaccuracy may manifest itself through the imposition of a biased relationship on 
variables such as a curve-fit to inaccurate data.  
 
Confused information shows itself in the sensitivity distributions as a random 
reordering of the magnitude of influence of independent variables. Confused 
information occurs regularly in experiments. Improperly measured, recorded or 
reduced data would be at cause. Such a case may occur if an instrument 
malfunctioned and recorded a value of zero for a variable that was not constant or 
zero. The zero value rather than being discarded would possibly be incorporated 
as good data and result in confused information. For a model the use of such 
experiment data would introduce confusion into a model. Also, a dependent 
variable can be identified as a function of wrongful variables or associated by 
wrongful relationships due to a misunderstanding of the physics. These mistaken 
substitutions of variables and relationships provide confused information in the 
model. The result is model correspondence uncertainty due to distortion.   
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Focusing on the sensitivity comparison of the model relative to the phenomenon, 
the number of input variables in the model is greatly reduced. The explicit 
equations restrict the phenomenon to that considered by the mathematical 
apparatus. The mathematical apparatus includes variables and relationships 
among variables. Certain variables and relationships are difficult to incorporate 
into the model because they are explicitly inaccessible to the modeler. The 
important variables and their relationships may have been derived from biased 
experiment data. The result is that those variables are represented in a perverted 
fashion or perhaps are omitted completely. The relationships among variables 
may be incomplete or distorted, as well.  
 
Model correspondence uncertainty results from imposing experiment and 
mathematical techniques to reduce a phenomenon to an explicit set of equations. 
The reductionist approach to capturing a phenomenon is acceptable only if the 
corresponding uncertainty is accepted as well. The derivation of a validation 
method continues by presenting a qualitative way to further understand the 
complementary notion of information and correspondence uncertainty.  
 
5.3 Qualitative Presentation of Uncertainty and Information 
 
Given the concept of model correspondence, a tool is necessary to visualize how 
the distorted and incomplete information in a model becomes a quantity of 
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uncertainty. The Venn diagrams in Figure 6 show how the relationship between a 
real phenomenon, X, and a model simulation, Y, governs the amount of 
correspondence uncertainty and genuine information manifested. The diagram at 
the upper left shows there is no correspondence in X and Y. No correspondence 
means that X contains only distorted and incomplete information about Y. Thus 
the relationship of X to Y is one of total ignorance since no genuine information 
exists in X about Y. The diagram at the upper right shows that X exactly 
corresponds to Y. This total correspondence means that no incomplete or distorted 
information exists in X about Y. The lower diagram shows how partial 
correspondence manifests itself in both some information and some uncertainty.  
Total Correspondence
Partial Correspondence
X
Y
X
Y
No Correspondence
X
Y
 
 
Fig. 6. Venn diagrams showing different associations  between X and Y yielding information and 
uncertainty. The crosshatched areas represent information. The hatched areas in the circles 
represent uncertainty. 
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Partial correspondence is the most common case. Models that have no 
correspondence are not useful and are discarded. Models that have total 
correspondence are the physical laws which science seeks. As models these laws 
are rare. A set of models describing the same phenomenon will contain a range of 
partial correspondences. The dual information and uncertainty nature of models 
provides a spectrum of models with varying validity. 
 
 
5.4 Quantitative Presentation of Uncertainty and Information 
 
A further gain can be made toward deriving the model validation method by 
casting the qualitative concept of model correspondence uncertainty into 
mathematical terms following Li and Vitanyi.25 A mathematical framework for 
uncertainty exists within Information Theory. It is within this realm that we can 
find a solid formulation of a criterion for model validation. 
 
Claude Shannon is considered the father of information theory. His truly seminal 
work7,8,9,10 in the late 1940's characterizing signal transmissions was 
revolutionary. The mathematical framework that he developed has been shown to 
be quite powerful and generally applicable to any communication process. In 
general terms, the relevance of his work here is the analogy between signal 
reliability and model validity. 
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5.4.1 Signal Reliability 
 
Signal reliability seeks to account for uncorrupted information transmitted from a 
source to a receiver. The reliability of a signal depends upon the transmission rate 
and the channel capacity. As the transmission rate increases beyond the channel 
capacity error is introduced to the signal. Then the received message differs from 
the sent signal. The limit for transmission with a negligible error was found by 
Shannon to be the channel capacity. Therefore given the limits of the channel 
capacity, how can one send information more quickly? Signal compression 
reduces the size of the message so that it takes less time to send. Operating at or 
near the channel capacity one can then send more compressed signals than 
uncompressed signals. Signals can only be compressed in size to a limiting value 
because of errors that arise in interpreting the message at the receiver. The limit 
on compression was found by Shannon to be the entropy of the signal. Entropy 
measures ignorance8 or uncertainty.  
 
A data compression scheme7 is a procedure for probabilistically weighting data in 
a signal by its frequency of occurrence in the message. For instance the English 
language uses the letter “e” most frequently and letters like “x” or “q” 
infrequently. Some coding schemes are therefore based on a probability 
distribution of the frequency of letter usage in the English language. A signal of 
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English text would likely be compressed by coding the letter “e” with one bit (1) 
and coding “x” with five bits (11010). Each bit for a coded letter has an equal 
opportunity to switch due to noise from a zero to a one or from a one to a zero. So 
letters that are assigned five bits have five greater times the chance of incorrect 
receiver interpretation compared to letters that are assigned a single bit. 
 
Consider the letters of the English language to be a random variable, X, which can 
take on any of the twenty-six values a,b,c,…x,y,z. A data compression scheme 
incorporates a probability distribution over X. The entropy7,8,9,10 of the signal 
characterized by random variable X with probability function P(X) is; 
)(log)( 2 XPXH −=   
 
The entropy value computed from any data compression scheme provides a 
measure of the uncertainty that the received message will match the sent signal. 
The entropy may therefore be interpreted as a measure of the reliability of a signal 
from a data compression scheme.  
 
5.4.2 Model Validity Analogy 
 
Model validity may be viewed analogously. Figure 7 shows the analogy 
schematically. The conceptual framework common to a set of models is a channel 
connecting the phenomenon (source) with a simulation (receiver). The 
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phenomenon emanates information that humans perceive as observational 
evidence. The set of emanations of the phenomenon is the signal that is sent. The 
model simulation is the message that is received.  
 
Emanations 
of the 
Phenomenon
Model 
Simulation  
of the 
Phenomenon
M
odeling 
Schemes (A, 
B, C,…
H,)
Conceptual Framework
A
B C
D
E
F
G
H
 
 
Fig. 7. Model validity as viewed in a signal reliability context. 
 
 
Since this discourse is interested in comparing models based on validity, different 
models can be visualized as a set of parallel channels from the same source to the 
same receiver. The model equations are a compressed version of the phenomenon 
expressed by the common conceptual framework. The models are compared 
based on the reliability of their compression schemes. Different modeling 
schemes can be compared by calculating the entropy of each of the schemes in 
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simulations of the phenomenon. How well the simulation matches the inner 
workings of the phenomenon depends upon the miscommunication introduced by 
the different modeling schemes.   
 
The entropy is the characteristic uncertainty of the modeling scheme. The entropy 
reveals the uncertainty that the simulation resulting from a modeling scheme will 
match the workings of the phenomenon the model was meant to represent. 
Entropy is a mathematical measurement of the model correspondence uncertainty 
that was shown qualitatively. With some further changes this entropy measure 
will become the criterion for measuring the validity of different models.  
 
There are other forms of the entropy function for conditional probabilities. They 
are collectively used to determine the reliability that is involved in signal 
transmission. Transmitted information is the same as genuine information that 
was shown in the previous Venn diagrams. 
 
The relationship for the conditional entropy7 of random variable X given Y, 
where X may be considered emanations by the source such as observational 
evidence and Y may be considered a model simulation is 
)/(log)/( 2 YXPYXH −= . Similarly, )/(log)/( 2 XYPXYH −=  
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Information transmission,7 T(X,Y), is a quantitative measure of the genuine 
information in the evidence, X, and the model simulation, Y. The goal in sending 
compressed messages and applying modeling schemes to applications is to 
maximize transmitted information while minimizing uncertainty.  
 
Transmitted information7 of random variables X and Y is symmetrical and is 
represented as, );();( YXTorYXT . 
 
Transmitted information can be calculated when one has values for the entropy 
and conditional entropy of the sets X and Y. Therefore, 
)/()();( YXHXHYXT −=  or )/()();( XYHYHXYT −= . 
 
The two expressions for transmitted information above are equivalent since the 
transmitted information is information shared between the two sets X and Y such 
that );();( XYTYXT = . 
 
Figure 8 adapted from7 Cover and Thomas shows the relationship between 
entropy, conditional entropy and transmitted information. This Venn diagram 
representation builds on Figures 6 & 7. In this case entropy of the evidence is 
shown here in terms of H(X). Entropy of the model is shown in terms of H(Y). 
The overlapping area represents transmitted information T(X;Y) by the model 
about the evidence. The areas of the sets which do not overlap, H(X/Y) and 
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H(Y/X), are the respective conditional entropies of the evidence given a model 
and the model given known evidence. 
 
Entropy of 
the Model 
H(Y)
Entropy of the 
Evidence  
H(X)
Transmitted 
Information 
T(X;Y) = 
T(Y;X)
Entropy of the 
Evidence given a 
Model  H(X/Y)
Entropy of a 
Model given 
Evidence H(Y/X)
 
 
Fig. 8. Relationship between uncertainty (entropy) and information shown using Venn diagrams.7 
 
 
 
The entropy of the model (employing any of the possible modeling schemes A, B 
C,…,H) when the evidence is known is the measure of validity that will be 
derived. This conditional entropy value measures the correspondence uncertainty 
of the model to the emanations of the phenomenon as measured by observational 
evidence.  
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6 THE MODEL VALIDITY CRITERION (MVC) 
 
Deriving a model validity criterion requires that we apply the mathematics of 
entropy and transmitted information to the concept of the model correspondence 
with the phenomenon. There is a single difficulty that remains. The difficult is in 
obtaining a representation of the phenomenon in abstract terms. Phenomena are 
usually observed with human senses or measuring instruments. It is the recorded 
observations under controlled conditions that we use as abstract representations of 
phenomena. The phenomena must be represented in terms of experiment data for 
further analysis of model validity to proceed.  
 
The appropriateness of data for measuring validity is a topic of concern. Some 
have pointed out, as has this discussion, that experiment data is steeped with 
uncertainty such as incompleteness, distortion and repeatability. There are three 
replies to these challenges.  
 
The first reply is that experimental uncertainty exists and cannot be eliminated or 
ignored by this method. However, the use of validation test data sets that contain 
replicate tests gives robustness to the analysis by providing evidence of variability 
of data due to repeatability issues. Replicate tests in a data set include the 
uncertainty in the reproducibility of results. These tests are preferred as 
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representations of phenomena although they are not required in the new method 
for validation. 
 
The second reply is that experiment data sets must be used because there is no 
other choice available. The emanations of a phenomenon must be reduced to 
observations in order to make an analysis. Necessity dictates that we use data for 
part of the validity measurement not having to do with the model equations but 
rather with the predictions of a model. 
 
The third reply is that the strategy for model choice and the model validation 
method derived here does not depend upon data alone. The model itself is 
evaluated as mathematical apparatus representing the phenomenon.  
 
6.1 Derivation of the MVC 
 
By the definition of transmitted information, the amount of information 
transmitted by the data, D, about the model, M, must be the same as the amount of 
information transmitted by the model about the observed data. Therefore, 
);();( DMTMDT = . The transmitted information may be decomposed, again 
by definition, in terms of entropy and conditional entropy and is represented as, 
)/()()/()( DMHMHMDHDH −=− . Solving this equation in 
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terms of the conditional entropy of the model given the data gives the following 
relationship, )()/()()/( DHMDHMHDMH −+= . 
 
The term on the left-hand side is the model correspondence uncertainty. This is 
also the entropy in the model as a compressed version of the conceptual 
framework given the empirical data available to represent the real phenomenon. 
This is a quantifiable term that measures the quality of validity in a practical way. 
The right-hand side can be simplified. Then the remaining terms can be quantified 
so that a numerical result is produced. These matters are outside the scope of this 
particular appendix. 
 
The model validity criterion is thus defined as the amount of correspondence 
uncertainty or entropy of a model. Therefore, )/( DMHMVC = . The validity 
of a model can be computed by calculating the MVC.  
 
6.2 Strategy of Minimizing Correspondence Uncertainty 
 
Validation is a process of model evaluation that seeks to gauge how well a model 
corresponds to the real phenomenon that it was meant to represent. The strategy 
for comprehensive fire model validation is to choose the model with the least 
amount of correspondence uncertainty or entropy. The amount of model 
correspondence uncertainty is calculated for a model using the MVC.  
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7 CONCLUSION 
 
The benefit of using a validated model is that model predictions may be used in 
subsequent applications with more confidence. The most accurate predictions are 
made by choosing the model which has been validated for scenarios which match 
the given application scenario. If no match exists the modeler would choose a 
model that has been validated for a similar scenario. If no model validated for a 
similar scenario exists, which is the most likely case, then the modeler would 
choose the most general model. 
 
A general model is one with a relatively large quantity of genuine information. 
The most general model is a model that has no limitations. An example of such is 
a physical law. Since it is not constrained to specific applications, a physical law 
is universally applicable with an expansive realm of validity. The nature of a 
general model can be characterized in terms of information and uncertainty. That 
qualitative characterization can be shown with the Venn diagrams of Figure 6. 
The most general model is identified by the Venn diagram illustrating total 
correspondence.  
 
Genuine information was previously found to be a quantitative value representing 
the content of a received message that corresponds to the sent signal. Taken into a 
modeling context, genuine information is also the content of a model that 
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corresponds to the real phenomenon represented by a set of validation data. The 
MVC method calculates the amount of model correspondence uncertainty 
introduced by a modeling scheme. Because of the dual nature of models the 
amount of uncertainty is complementary to the amount of genuine information 
preserved by a modeling scheme. Therefore less uncertainty means more genuine 
information. 
  
Model correspondence uncertainty was demonstrated as incomplete and distorted 
information introduced by a modeling scheme. This uncertainty is a measurable 
quantity in terms of entropy. In the present context the entropy of a modeling 
scheme measures the mismatch between the evidence from a real phenomenon 
and a model. Entropy provides a measure of the model correspondence 
uncertainty. Model choice based upon the strategy of minimizing correspondence 
uncertainty and therefore entropy provides the model that best corresponds to the 
phenomenon. 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR COMPREHENSIVE VALIDATION 
OF FIRE MODELS  
 
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Fire protection engineers are often confronted with choosing a model in order to 
make a prediction. A survey1 conducted by the U.S. firm Combustion Science and 
Engineering sought to catalog the various fire models in use. The survey found 
that the expanse of fire protection computer models in use includes 11 different 
models of building evacuation or egress, 51 zone models, 15 computational fluid 
dynamics models, 15 fire endurance models, 9 thermal detector actuation models 
and 5 sprinkler actuation/interaction models. The existence of several models 
implies that, depending upon which model is chosen, there could be several 
different values for the prediction. All of the models within a group are clearly not 
substitutions for one another. Therefore the choice and use of models should be 
carried out so that the resulting predictions are reliable.  
 
The validation methodology described here is an objective and structured 
evaluation of the validity of each of the candidate models in a set. The method has 
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three important characteristics: 1) Quantitative, 2) Operability on small data sets, 
3) Requires few resources. 
 
The quantitative characteristic of the method is the Model Validity Criterion 
(MVC).2 This criterion is a numerical value computed from the method. It tells 
how much uncertainty there is embodied in the choice of a certain model. After 
completion of the evaluation, each model in the set has a corresponding (and 
likely different) MVC. The set of models can be organized in rank order 
according to MVC value. Or, the MVC may be used to provide a weighting factor 
to combine individual model output into a single aggregate prediction. 
 
The operability characteristic allows the liberty to use existing data sets. Full-
scale room-fire tests are expensive. Usually only small sets of test data are 
available and thus, few, if any, replicate tests are run. No replicate tests are 
required for implementing this method.  
 
The resource requirements characteristic refers to the low-level computational 
resources necessary for implementing the method. The method is currently 
spreadsheet-based with source code analysis done by hand or on a PC. 
 
The mechanics of the method is unusual but straightforward. The sequence of the 
method can generally be described as follows. One begins by acquiring access to 
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the source code of each of the candidate models, and a data set for validation. The 
models should each be cast in a common computer language and express a 
common conceptual framework. The first part of the method is to evaluate each 
model based on length of the code file. This length is to be included in calculation 
of the MVC. 
 
The next part of the method is to make predictions of the test data with each 
model. Errors are calculated as the difference between predictions and test data. A 
file containing the errors is then measured in terms of length. This length is held 
aside for later inclusion in the MVC. 
 
The final part is to compute the MVC based on the error file length and the code 
file length. A simple summation of these lengths yields a numerical value for the 
MVC. The method requires that this procedure be followed for each model of the 
set using the same test data. The resulting MVCs can then be evaluated. A model 
choice is then possible based on these results. 
 
The Model Validity Criterion is defined as the correspondence uncertainty of a 
model with both the physics and a data set that is a representation of the real 
phenomenon. The MVC measures the amount of erroneous (distorted and 
incomplete) information in a model as a representation of a phenomenon. 
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The validation strategy2 is to choose the model that has a minimum amount of 
correspondence uncertainty. Following the validation strategy for a group of 
models that are possible substitutions for one another, the most valid model has 
the lowest MVC value (and therefore the least amount of erroneous information). 
 
The equation for the MVC is stated below.  
 
)()/()()( DHMDHMHMVCCriterionValidityModel −+=         (1) 
 
Here M represents a candidate model and D represents validation test data. H is a 
mathematical function that determines the uncertainty of the quantity in 
parentheses. 
 
The eqn (1) was derived2 using different forms of the definition of transmitted 
information between the model and the data. The right-hand side of the equation 
represents certain kinds of model correspondence uncertainty. 
 
This appendix provides a methodology to quantify the different kinds of model 
correspondence uncertainty that make up the MVC. The methodology is first 
presented in a practical way avoiding the theoretical rigor. Then the methodology 
is redeveloped from a mathematical perspective. Each approach ends up with the 
same result: Model correspondence uncertainty quantified as a size measure. 
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Finally an overview is presented of procedures for making calculations of MVC 
values. 
 
2 PRACTICAL APPROACH TO QUANTIFICATION OF MVC 
 
A succinct definition for the term "valid model" comes from3 the field of system 
dynamics. 
 
A model is accepted as a valid representation of a system when a close 
correspondence is simultaneously achieved between the model behavior with 
empirical evidence about the behavior of the system and the model structure 
with theoretical information about the system. 
 
Validation is the process of gathering evidence of a model’s correspondence with 
its associated phenomenon. As per the definition, the correspondence can be 
broken into two parts: structure and behavior correspondence uncertainties. The 
Fig.1 shows the correspondence represented as a mapping of the model back to its 
phenomenon. Mapping the model algorithm to the phenomenological process is a 
measure of the structure correspondence uncertainty. For a specific context such 
as a given physical scenario, mapping the model output to observational evidence 
is a measure of the behavior correspondence uncertainty. 
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Fig. 1.Correspondence between a phenomenon and a model. Correspondence occurs in two 
ways: structure correspondence and behavior correspondence. 
 
2.1 Definition of a Valid Model 
 
The definition of a valid model can be interpreted specifically in the context of the 
model validation strategy.2 The definition is now restated as: 
 
A model is a valid representation of a phenomenon when the amount of 
correspondence uncertainty is simultaneously minimal  
between 
the model algorithm and the rules governing behavior of a phenomenon, 
and between 
the model output and empirical evidence. 
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Comparison of this new definition with the original shows that there were some 
context specific substitutions that were made. The “amount of correspondence 
uncertainty” (lack of correspondence) is introduced to replace the measure of 
“close correspondence”. This substitution may be justified in light of the dual 
nature2 of models whereby absence of an amount of correspondence information 
is equivalent to the same amount of correspondence uncertainty. The qualifier 
“minimal” was introduced to express the amount of uncertainty desired as 
surrogate for the original term “close” referring to the amount of correspondence 
desired. 
 
Another substitution is the introduction of “rules governing the behavior of a 
phenomenon” as a more specific identification of the “theoretical information 
about the system”. Model structure is a set of rules that govern the behavior4 of a 
phenomenon. Rules are made up of variables and equations relating variables. A 
set of rules is an algorithm or a model. The rules are derived from observational 
evidence of the emanations of a phenomenon2.  
 
The other substitution is the introduction of model output as a representation of 
model behavior. Model behavior is an interpretation of the rules. Behavior is 
specific to a context. Behavior is measured for a specific context by examining 
the effectiveness of the rules. In practice this means comparisons of model output 
with test data. 
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So far in this practical approach a guiding definition has been introduced. 
Although the definition was developed independently, it is a common language 
statement of the MVC expressed in eqn (1). That statement simply says that 
model validity depends upon the amount of different kinds of correspondence 
uncertainty. The definition further requires that the valid model is one with a 
minimal amount of correspondence uncertainty. This requirement is reflected in 
the strategy for model validity2 whereby the model with the lowest numerical 
value of the MVC is considered valid. 
 
The further step in this approach is to introduce the single technique for 
representing both the comparisons of model algorithm with the theory and the 
comparisons of model output with validation test data. 
 
 
2.2 Correspondence Uncertainty Measurement Using Theory of 
Descriptional Uncertainty 
 
Model correspondence uncertainty can be measured using the theory of 
descriptional uncertainty. The theory is not intuitive, but its supporting foundation 
is well established.5,6,7,8,9  
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In the 1930s the great Russian mathematician, Alexander Kolmogorov, identified 
the common basis5 that exists in nature and in abstractions of nature such as in a 
model. He called the basis descriptional complexity. Because of the 
preconceptions and common usage of the word “complex” we will refrain from 
using it. The term descriptional uncertainty is introduced by the authors as a 
synonym for descriptional complexity (or algorithmic complexity which is 
common in the literature)5,6,8 and will be used subsequently. This substitution is 
solely meant to aid comprehension by the layman. It can be justified5,6 on the basis 
that descriptional information and uncertainty are the same.  
 
The theory of descriptional uncertainty measures the amount of descriptional 
apparatus necessary to completely describe an object. The descriptional apparatus 
of a model meant to simulate a phenomenon includes a computer program of the 
model algorithm written in some standard language10 and a table of the model 
predictive errors. The length of such descriptional apparatus is a measurable 
quantity. 
 
Scientists (and to a lesser extent modelers) tend to aim towards uncovering the 
authentic physics of a phenomenon. The expected probability distribution5 of 
systems in nature ranging from simple to complex is heavily weighted 
probabilistically toward the simplest systems. Therefore, complex systems are 
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less likely to be natural or authentic systems. In a practical sense this means 
complex models are less likely to be valid.  
 
Description length is an information technology measure of the scientific 
principle referred to as Ockham's Razor5 - "Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter 
necessitatem" or "Entities are not to be multiplied beyond necessity." A short 
description (as in a model) is preferable because there are many more simple 
explanations of true scientific and physical phenomena than there are complex 
ones.  
 
Having introduced the concept of descriptional complexity the next step in the 
approach is to show its application to model validity. Rissanen,8 Maciejowski,7 Li 
and Vitanyi,5 and Wallace and Freeman9 have done this using mathematical and 
coding theory concepts that are likely unfamiliar to the intended audience. A more 
palatable version of the mathematics and abstract concepts will be presented for 
the intended audience later in this appendix. So, for this part of the discussion the 
mathematical justification will be avoided. The following subsections provide 
some practical arguments for the measurement of structure and behavior model 
correspondence uncertainty simply by length or size of a file.  
 
2.2.1 Model Structure Correspondence Uncertainty in Terms of Model Size 
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Models are explanations or descriptions conveyed in a common language of 
mathematics. Previously model structure correspondence was identified as the 
authenticity of the mathematical description of the physics. Now the question is - 
How does model size relate to model structure correspondence uncertainty? This 
subsection will provide an argument for the fact that short models are 
probabilistically more likely to be an authentic representation of the physics than 
models with a complex description. The conclusion is that the length of a model 
algorithm (hence its descriptional uncertainty) provides a measure of the model 
correspondence uncertainty. 
 
A model is an algorithm or procedure for producing a solution to a problem. 
Procedures are instructions that impart information. Some examples are recipes to 
make a food item, directions on how an occupant should comply with a building 
fire alarm, or commands given to a computer to carry out an operation. Our 
interest is in showing how the size of the list of computer commands in a model 
can be used to measure the correspondence with actual physics. 
 
The first step is to show how the size of a recipe can be used to gauge the 
correspondence of a food item with natural foods. The food item is the beverage 
called lemonade. The natural recipe involves the combination of three simple 
ingredients: water, lemon juice and sugar. The recipe for an artificial mix 
available on the market shelf contains 12 ingredients: water, natural flavor, sugar 
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plus nine chemical ingredients (fructose, citric acid, magnesium oxide, sodium 
citrate, calcium fumarate, potassium citrate, ascorbic acid, artificial color and 
tocopherol). Comparing the list of ingredients for both the natural and artificial 
recipes one finds that the natural list is 4 times shorter.  
 
The list of ingredients is not the recipe. The recipe also includes directions for 
combining the ingredients. Each recipe is identical. The ingredients are to be 
combined and stirred until dissolved. The recipe however is not complete if it 
doesn’t give instruction about how to derive the artificial ingredients from nature.  
 
When instructions are included in the recipe to produce citric acid, magnesium 
oxide, etc. from ingredients that can be obtained from nature, then the size of the 
overall recipe for making lemonade artificially grows dramatically. The number 
of ingredients and the processing of each ingredient adds to the required steps 
within a recipe. The result is that the size of a complete recipe, with all 
ingredients available in basic form from nature, measures the correspondence of 
the food item to a natural food. In other words, the descriptional uncertainty of 
each recipe provides a measure of the correspondence of the beverage with a 
natural food item. No weight is given to the taste of the food item since the taste 
or nutritional value is a behavioral aspect rather than structural. 
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The further step is to show that the argument showing correspondence with nature 
through the size of a set of instructions is generally applicable in science. It turns 
out that the history of science11 contains many beautiful examples of model 
structure correspondence in terms of the amount of necessary apparatus (such as 
variables, coefficients, operators, exponents)12 in the mathematical description of 
a model. The overarching idea is that our scientific understanding of phenomena 
evolves by replacing older models with newer parsimonious and compact models 
maintaining the same or better accuracy. During that evolution greater structure 
correspondence has been achieved. 
 
The development of the first of Kepler's Laws is a good case study11 illustrating 
the measure of model structure correspondence in terms of model size. Kepler’s 
first law found that the orbit of a planet is an ellipse with the sun at one focus. 
 
At the outset of his approach to modeling the trajectory of planets around the sun, 
Kepler adopted the Copernican framework of a heliocentric system of planets 
(rather than the classical geocentric system). In attempting to explain the motion 
of planets around the sun, he firstly considered a circular model. A circle happens 
to be the simplest plane, closed, type of curve and can be represented in terms of 
one variable - radius. Yet, circular orbits were not compatible with the 
observations of the positions of the respective planets. A change was necessary in 
the structure of the model. 
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Next an epicycle was added to the circle by Kepler. An epicycle is a variation 
along the circular path that allows for an embedded circular path of a smaller 
radius. The Fig. 2 shows a planet’s orbit in an epicyclic path around the sun. The 
epicycle model is a three variable model - circular radius, epicycle radius and 
location of epicycle origin. And when any number of epicycles was required to 
match the data and improve behavior correspondence, the model was found12 to 
become arbitrarily long. Therefore, this approach to assigning structure to a model 
was unsatisfactory on theoretical grounds. The number of epicycles or the size of 
a model would depend upon the level of accuracy required of predictions rather 
than the actual physics of the phenomenon. 
Direction of Orbit
Epicycle
Sun
Planet
 
Fig. 2. An epicyclic orbit of a planet around the sun. 
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Instead Kepler deduced an elliptical model. This type of model is a two variable 
model defined by the semi-major and semi-minor axes. The size of the model, 
although larger than a circular model, is smaller than an epicyclic model. The 
shorter and simpler elliptical model happened to be the most accurate of all the 
models in matching the astronomical data reported by Tycho Brae.11 As a case 
study, Kepler's model discovery process adheres to the principle which favors the 
accurate model with the minimal mathematical description. The application of 
this principle results in greater structural correspondence of models. 
 
Kepler’s three Laws of Planetary Motion were developed11 in the early 1600s. 
These Laws are: 1) The orbit of a planet is an ellipse with the sun at one focus. 2) 
The radius vector from the sun to a planet sweeps over equal area in equal times. 
3) The ratio of the periods of any two planets is directly proportional to the cubes 
of their mean distance from the sun. 
 
It is interesting to note11 that Newton's Theory of Gravitational Attraction 
(discovered 70 years after Kepler's Laws) subsumes all three of these Laws along 
with Galileo's Law of Free Fall, the motion of the tides, and other facts. Newton's 
unified law contains many fewer independent variables, operators, and 
coefficients than the sum total of the disconnected laws and can replace those 
laws12. The size of Newton’s equation was smaller and explained more because it 
unified singular concepts into a general idea. In describing physical phenomena 
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modelers and practitioners prefer unified laws since they exhibit generality and 
are most likely expansive enough to be valid in unknown territory.11  
 
Another example of reduced complexity in model structure resulting in expanded 
model correspondence to a phenomenon comes from the evolution of Einstein's 
Special Theory of Relativity into his General Theory of Relativity. This result was 
motivated12 by his conviction that the Special Theory was not the simplest 
(interpreted here as "shortest") explanation of the observed facts. He 
accomplished12 a reduction in complexity by replacing the existing independent 
variables of gravitational mass and inertial mass by a single concept. This 
parsimonious use of mathematical apparatus resulted in a more widely applicable 
theory that corresponded with the physics of nature. 
  
Model structure correspondence with nature has been shown to be both practically 
(as in the recipe for lemonade) and historically interpreted as a size measure. The 
examples from Kepler, Newton and Einstein all point towards the same measure 
of length. The MVC method explained in this appendix is characterized by a 
preference for short models or models of small size as indication of small model 
structure correspondence uncertainty.  
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2.2.2 Model Behavior Correspondence Uncertainty in Terms of Error File Size 
 
Observational evidence is an important part of the MVC method. Previously 
model behavior correspondence was identified as comparisons of model 
predictions with data. One must now turn some focus to the question - How does 
error file size relate to behavior correspondence?  
 
An errata sheet is a listing of errors or corrections to be made in a book. Consider 
a technical book for which errata have been provided.  The technical information 
in the book does not correspond to the technology without the corrections from 
the errata sheet. Disregarding the actual content of the book, the size of the errata 
sheet indicates its correspondence with actual technology.  
 
Using the same logic, prediction errors are evidence that model predictions do not 
match test data. More evidence (number and size of errors) indicates that a 
model’s behavior does not correspond to the phenomenological behavior. The 
amount of evidence can be understood to be the amount of resources necessary to 
record the errors. Resources are such things as typed sheets of paper for errata or 
recording files in which a computer stores information. The size of a computer 
error file is a measure of the amount of evidence indicating a lack of behavioral 
correspondence. 
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Model behavior correspondence with empirical evidence has been shown to be 
practically interpreted as a size measure. The simple example of an errata sheet 
for a book indicates length as a measure of correspondence uncertainty. The MVC 
method explained in this appendix is characterized by a preference for models 
with short error files as indication of model behavior correspondence uncertainty.  
 
 
2.3 Summary of Practical Approach Results 
 
The model validity criterion developed previously2 was shown to be a sum of 
model correspondence uncertainties. This practical approach reveals that the 
definition of model validity requires model structure correspondence and model 
behavior correspondence. Then it introduces descriptional uncertainty as an aspect 
of correspondence uncertainty that can be measured. Finally the descriptional 
uncertainty of the model structure correspondence uncertainty was shown to be 
the size of the model algorithm. And, the descriptional uncertainty of the model 
behavior correspondence uncertainty was shown to be the size of the error file of 
the predictions from a model. These two file sizes are summed to give the model 
validity criterion expressed mathematically as,  MVC = length of model algorithm 
+ length of error file. 
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3 MATHEMATICAL APPROACH TO QUANTIFICATION OF MVC 
 
The MVC method has a solid mathematical foundation. The development of the 
mathematics of the method will help establish the method as a theoretically sound 
approach to measuring model validity. The mathematical development is 
presented here with a goal of comprehension. Rissanen,8 Maciejowski,7 Li and 
Vitanyi,5 and Wallace and Freeman9 have provided different mathematical and 
coding theory developments of this model validation framework which are 
difficult to comprehend by those of a more practical mindset.  
 
3.1 Introduction of Bayes' Equation 
 
The mathematical starting point for measuring model validity is a firm 
understanding of Bayes' equation13. This equation incorporates new information 
(say, acquired from an experiment) into a probability assessment. It is used14 to 
adjust an existing distribution ignorant of new information to an updated 
distribution cognizant of new information.  
 
3.1.1 Implications of Bayes’ Equation for Model Validity 
 
In some textbooks Bayes' equation15 is referred to as the probability of causes. 
This is because it allows one to find the probability of event A as the cause that 
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may have brought about specific observations such as event B. The weight of 
evidence obtained on a small scale is brought into bearing on a large scale so that 
broader judgments can be made. Therefore, the occurrence of an individual event 
such as a specific observation can be traced to a cause. 
 
There is an association that can readily be made here between models and causes 
on the one hand; and, data and specific observations on the other. Any physics 
model attempts to identify and cast into mathematical terms the causal parameters 
and relationships of a physical phenomenon. From specific observations of the 
phenomenon, data is produced which is new information for which we need to 
find the cause. Therefore the probability of any model, M, as the cause for being 
able to reproduce (through a simulation of the phenomenon) data, D, from a 
specific experiment can be computed by using Bayes' equation.  
 
)(
)/()()/(
DP
MDPMPDMP =       (2)  
 
The left-hand side of eqn (2) is the posterior probability. It represents the 
likelihood that given a set of validation test data, a model is a “true” 
representation of its phenomenon (or the model correctly captures the 
phenomenon causality). It is a measure of the likelihood of model correspondence 
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with the phenomenon. We will show later how this posterior probability is 
reinterpreted in terms of an uncertainty and becomes the model validity criterion. 
  
The right-hand side of Eqn (2) contains two terms. The first term and the 
numerator of the second term have significance to the definition of a valid model. 
The denominator is not significant to the definition or to the quantification of 
validity. Reasons will be given later for ignoring the term altogether. 
 
The term P(M) is the prior probability. This probability gives the likelihood of 
model structure correspondence to the phenomenon. It indicates the likelihood of 
a model being a true theory as we maintain ignorance of the data. The term is 
difficult to deal with by standard means. This difficulty has motivated the 
development of the innovative solution to the entire MVC quantification problem.   
 
The term P(D/M) gives the likelihood of model behavior correspondence to the 
phenomenon. It is the likelihood of a given model’s predictions matching the data. 
It indicates newly acquired evidence about the specific instance represented by 
the data. The value of the term is case specific and changes relative to the 
experiment data set chosen for validation. Although not a prior probability this 
term will later be quantified using the same technique as that for the prior. 
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The term P(D) the likelihood of the set of validation data as a “true” 
representation of a phenomenon. Mathematically it is used as a normalizing factor 
so that summation of the posterior probabilities for a set of n different models is 
one. Therefore, 1)/( =∑ DMPn
i
i . 
 
3.1.2 MVC as Bayes’ Equation 
 
Now that the terms of Bayes’ equation have been presented, the relationship 
between Bayes’ equation and eqn (1) for the MVC will be shown. Firstly, eqn (1) 
is reviewed and recast in terms of the new definitions provided, 
)()/()()/( DHMDHMHDMHMVC −+==  
The term on the left-hand side is the model validity criterion. It represents the 
model correspondence uncertainty.  
 
The rest of the equation is in terms of entropy2 denoted by the function H(X). 
Entropy, provides a measure of uncertainty. Since every model employs a 
different modeling scheme then there is a different amount of incomplete and 
distorted information introduced to each model. The entropy of a modeling 
scheme measures the uncertainty or mismatch between the evidence from a real 
phenomenon and a model simulation.  
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The term in the middle is the entropy2 or uncertainty in the model simulation as a 
compressed version of the theory given the empirical data available to represent 
the real phenomenon. This is a quantifiable term that measures the quality of 
validity in a practical way.  
 
The right-hand side is the model correspondence uncertainty broken into parts. 
The first term, H(M), is the structure correspondence uncertainty. The second 
term, H(D/M), is behavior correspondence uncertainty. The third term, H(D), is 
the uncertainty of the validation test data. This term will not be significant in the 
current discussion for reasons to be explained in the following paragraphs. 
 
Ignorance of the data set correspondence to the phenomenon is insignificant in the 
case where relative comparisons of model validity are made rather than absolute. 
The correspondence of the data set to the phenomenon (or even the uncertainty of 
such correspondence) is extraneous information, since each model will be 
validated relative to other models using the same identical data set with the same 
identical data set correspondence.  
 
The purpose of the validation strategy is to choose a model from a group of likely 
candidates. The MVC is calculated for each model as a sum of the structure 
correspondence uncertainty for that model and the behavior correspondence 
uncertainty minus an unknown constant (data correspondence uncertainty). The 
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data correspondence uncertainty is a constant for the entire group of models in the 
set of candidates. This means that the data correspondence uncertainty is an 
unknown constant (could be 0, 10, 723 or any other positive integer) added to the 
left hand side of each MVC equation for the models in the set. Any value of the 
constant would not change the results of a relative comparison amongst the model 
MVC values. The value is insignificant to the analysis of model validity. 
 
The equation for the MVC can be easily shown to be a transformation of Bayes’ 
Equation. By taking the entropy definitions2, )(log)( 2 XPXH −= , of each of the 
terms in eqn (1) the following entropy equation results: 
 
)(log)/(log)(log)/(log 2222 DPMDPMPDMP −−−+−=−  (3) 
 
Then taking each side of eqn (3) as an exponent to which a base of 2 is raised, 
gives the equation simplified below. 
 
)(
)/()()/(
DP
MDPMPDMP =       (4) 
 
By comparison with eqn (2), eqn (4) can easily be seen to be Bayes’ equation. 
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Having discovered that the model validity criterion equation is actually a 
transformation of Bayes’ equation is important to the acceptance of the MVC. 
Bayes’ equation is an expression for making14 standard mathematical adjustment 
of an existing distribution ignorant of new information to an updated distribution 
cognizant of new information. The entropy transformation of Bayes’ equation 
simply allows for correspondence uncertainty rather than just correspondence to 
be measured. 
 
Given that the mathematical approach has firmly established the foundation for 
quantifying model correspondence uncertainty, the further step is to provide a 
quantitative result for the MVC. Bayes’ equation provides us with at least two 
probabilities that must be quantified. Once these probabilities are determined they 
can be inserted into the MVC equation to produce a quantitative MVC result. 
 
 
3.2 Prior Model Probability 
 
Highlighted within the discussion of the terms in Bayes’ equation was a term 
called13 the prior. The prior will be examined carefully since it presents 
difficulties for quantification. Bayes’ equation as a method of updating 
probabilities is not independent of the amount of data introduced into the analysis. 
If small data sets are used, then the prior probability will be relatively more 
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influential5 in determining the magnitude of the posterior. Due to the generally 
small data sets available for fire model validation, this result is a fundamental 
liability unless the prior probability is chosen5 appropriately and consistently. 
Different estimation techniques will be explored. It turns out that the technique 
used to estimate the prior in the MVC is useful for estimating other probabilities 
within Bayes’ equation as well. 
 
The prior, a priori, or initial probability represents5 the likelihood that an event is 
true without supporting evidence. A prior is often adjusted once new evidence is 
supplied. The application of new evidence to adjust a prior can be done using 
Bayes’ equation. The adjusted prior then becomes a posterior (after the evidence 
is considered) probability. 
 
 
3.2.1 Barriers to Quantification 
 
Establishing model validity requires being able to calculate prior probability. 
However, there are several barriers that prevent the exact calculation of the prior 
probability of a model; such as, requirements for the collection of: 1) An 
exhaustive set of models, 2) A mutually exclusive set of models, 3) A state of 
knowledge secure enough for a degree of confidence in the prior. 
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All of the requirements16 above are difficult and in some cases impossible to 
achieve in reality. Currently there are no widely agreeable methods for assessing 
the prior probability of model structure correspondence, P(M). In order to place a 
numerical value on model correspondence with a phenomenon one needs to 
quantify prior probability.  
 
3.2.2 Estimation of the Prior 
 
The precarious situation with assessing the value of the prior is the fundamental 
philosophy of the way in which a value is assigned or measured. Some 
alternatives are examined, followed by an explanation of the method selected for 
quantifying the prior. 
 
A metaphysical principle that is often used when one is indifferent to a set of 
alternatives is the principle of insufficient reason.5 This principle states that17 
alternatives are considered equally probable when no reason exists to prefer one 
over the other. In model validity terms this principle asserts5 that in the absence of 
evidence enabling us to choose between models, one should treat each of them as 
equally valid. So if there were three models to consider applying, ignorance of 
any information supporting one over the other would lead to a prior of P(M1) = 
P(M2) = P(M3) = 1/3. 
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This principle is very practical and commonly used but it is not without its own 
fundamental criticisms.5 The application of this principle for setting prior 
likelihood totally ignores the varying credibility of different model algorithms 
representing phenomenon physics. The prior may, at least theoretically, be 
quantified in other conventional and unconventional ways. 
 
The frequentist interpretation of the prior probability is a normalized rate of 
occurrence. It reflects only "things we can count".17 Therefore the frequency of 
successful simulations by a model would provide the prior likelihood. It would be 
awkward to use relative frequency18 to quantify prior probability because it 
disregards the dogged issues about evaluation of model theory contained in an 
algorithm and also disregards the need for evidence generalized enough to 
globally measure past performance. Also, a difficulty with counting relative 
frequency of prior probability is that a large number of evaluations must be made 
for even a small amount of accuracy in the resulting prior. 
 
The subjectivist interpretation of the prior probability requires setting a value on 
the degree of belief. Degree of belief is a state of knowledge often referring to 
expert testimony or engineering judgment. This interpretation of prior probability 
is not based on many identical trials, but rather on a subjective analysis of 
observations and calculations. Lacking strict a priori frequency counts, 
frequentists cannot make an assessment whereas subjectivists can assess 
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probabilities using degree of belief. However, frequentists cite the arbitrariness 
and/or narrow perspective of subjective analysis used in forming degree of 
beliefs. 
 
Searching for viable alternatives beyond the conventional approaches another 
seemingly possible approach to assigning a value to the prior probability comes 
from fuzzy set theory.19 Set theory defines a set by certain qualities. It then 
classifies an object as one that belongs or does not belong to a set. Fuzzy set 
theory allows partial membership of an object in a set if some of the set qualities 
are not completely (but partially) satisfied. A membership function for the set 
provides a mathematical relationship between the value of a quality of the set and 
the degree of satisfaction of the set qualities. For example, consider that a set 
consists of cars sold in Springfield, Illinois during the calendar year 2001. The 
qualities of the set may have allowable variations. A car may have variations of 
form such as a sedan, coupe, utility vehicle, etc. The required action “sold” may 
have variations of degree such as title transferred, leased, submitted for loan 
approval, etc. So, a car that has title transfer may have a membership of 1.0 in the 
set of sold cars. And, correspondingly a car that is leased may have a membership 
of 0.5 in the set of sold cars. The fuzzy set allows for the boundaries of the set to 
be less rigid and more inclusive. 
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Fuzzy sets could arguably be used to specify a probability representing 
approximate similarity between a model and its phenomenon. Theoretically, fuzzy 
sets could allow the approximate similarity of a model’s correspondence to a 
phenomenon to be expressed as membership. Furthermore, one would need to 
develop the membership function prescribing the degree to which a model 
partially satisfies the requirements for inclusion in a set of like phenomena. The 
membership value then provides a basis for the prior probability. The difficulty is 
in establishing a membership function that introduces no extra uncertainty to the 
problem. Methods for prescribing membership functions are not rigorous enough 
since the ad hoc methods introduce extra uncertainty.  The introduction of a large 
amount of uncertainty is intolerable for a model validity analysis. 
 
The solution to assigning a prior probability to model validity which is neither 
classical, frequentist, subjectivist, nor fuzzy comes from the work of Solomonoff.5 
Having been interested in the problem of inductive inference, the US scientific 
philosopher and physicist Solomonoff in 1960 theorized5 and made 
mathematically explicit the notion of the universal probability distribution. Fig. 3 
shows the Universal distribution. For any given size or length description of an 
entity the distribution provides a universal prior which is the expected likelihood 
that the entity is to be found in nature5 and more specifically in the physical laws 
of nature. His result was discovered independently but is still fundamentally 
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related to the results of Kolmogorov ‘s descriptional uncertainty and Shannon’s 
entropy2. 
 
  
 
Fig. 3. The Universal distribution represented by the continuous density function. 
 
For any description x the probability can be found from the universal distribution 
as 2-l(x), where l(x) is the length of the description x. This is especially useful for 
estimating the prior P(M), but also can be applied to find P(D/M). 
 
The universal distribution was developed as a method of inductive reasoning. 
Inductive reasoning is5 a process of reassigning the probability of a law or 
proposition from the observation of specific instances. The distribution satisfies 
the need for an estimated probability to be substituted for each actual probability 
in Bayes’ equation 
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At this point all the findings of the mathematical approach to MVC quantification 
can be combined: Bayes’ equation, entropy substitutions, and the Universal 
distribution estimates for the probabilities. Taking eqn (3) which is the entropy 
form of Bayes’ equation, one can simplify it and produce the equation to calculate 
MVC. Firstly replace the left-hand side of eqn (3) with the following identity, 
)/(log2 DMPMVC −= . Second, substitute the Universal distribution estimates 
into the equation for the values of P(M) and P(D/M). Lastly, ignore the last term 
on the right-hand side of eqn (3) the reasons for which were explained previously. 
Thus, 
 
)/(
2
)(
2 2log2log
MDlMlMVC −− −+−= .    (5) 
 
Simplification of eqn (5) provides a satisfactory result, MVC = l(M) + l(D/M) = 
length of model algorithm + length of error file. This equation exactly coincides 
with the results of the practical approach to quantification of MVC. 
 
 
4 QUANTIFICATION OF THE MVC 
 
An overview is provided of the procedures for quantifying the terms of the MVC. 
The procedures are not complete but provide general guidance describing the 
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quantification. Complete detail of the procedures that make up the MVC method 
is covered in Appendix D. 
 
4.1 Model Structure Correspondence Uncertainty Procedure 
 
The quantification7 of the model structure uncertainty involves measuring the size 
of the model algorithm itself. Following Maciejowski,7 the size of the algorithm is 
measured by counting the number of terminals. A terminal is any reserved word, 
index, operator, variable or digit used in the model algorithm. (e.g., The statement 
"FOR t=1 to 300" has 8 terminals: one each for the reserved words "FOR" and 
"to", one for the operator "=", one for the variable "t", and another for each of the 
four digits.) 
 
Summing all the terminals for the model's algorithm gives the length of the 
description of the model. The sum is mathematically equivalent to the uncertainty 
in the model structure correspondence7. So that a large uncertainty is measured 
from a complex description; which means the model as an explanation is too long 
to match the workings of a natural phenomenon. Alternatively, a small 
uncertainty is measured from a simple description. This quantitative measure of 
model structure correspondence uncertainty is the first of the two required 
quantities to be summed to yield the MVC for a model. 
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Theoretically, prior to measuring the size, the algorithm must be adapted7 to 
exactly predict the data. This is could be done by adding lines of code to the 
model algorithm which access a table of predictive inaccuracies. The inaccuracies 
are then used to adjust the prediction to exactly match the data. In theory this step 
is necessary because the measure of model structure correspondence uncertainty 
(size of the algorithm) must not be biased by any degree of predictive uncertainty 
that would exist without adapting the algorithm. In practical usage the addition of 
lines of code to access a look-up table of inaccuracies would be identical from one 
model to the next. Each would be the equivalent of a READ(Error) statement 
followed by a statement to adjustment the output, X, by the error obtained in the 
READ statement: X = X + Error.  The extra lines would add a constant number of 
commands to each of the models. These extra lines can be ignored because the 
addition of the lines only adds the same number of terminals to each of the 
models. This information is not useful when comparing models and is superfluous 
to the analysis.  
 
 
4.2 Model Behavior Correspondence Uncertainty Procedure 
 
The quantification7 of model behavior correspondence uncertainty will entail 
measuring the size of the inaccuracy between the model's prediction and the 
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validation data. The size is measured, following Maciejowski,7 in terms of an 
information quantity called bits. 
 
Counting the size of the inaccuracy amounts to counting how many digits are 
used to describe the inaccuracies. For example 27 is 2 bits, 27.03 is 5 bits. Note 
that decimals are regarded as individual bits. However, zero by itself or zeros 
preceding/following any digit in a string (i.e., leading or trailing zeros such as 
those in 0.25 or 4.000) are not counted. 
 
The procedure is that for each time step one must calculate how much inaccuracy 
or difference there is between the prediction and the corresponding data value. 
The next step is to assign a number of bits (using a standard format such as  xx.x) 
to the calculated difference. If the difference is zero then the number of bits 
necessary to correct the prediction is zero. Finally one sums the total number of 
bits for all the time steps. 
 
This sum is the length of a description of the inaccuracies of the model 
predictions. The sum is mathematically equivalent to the uncertainty in model 
behavior correspondence7. So that a high uncertainty connotes a long description 
length (predictions required many and/or large corrections to match the data). 
Alternately an uncertainty of zero connotes a description length of zero 
(predictions exactly matched the data). This quantitative measure of model 
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behavior correspondence uncertainty is the second of the two quantities to be 
summed to yield the MVC for a model. 
 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
 
The thesis here is that the Model Validity Criterion is quantified as the sum of the 
length of two files. These files are individual measures of model structure 
correspondence uncertainty and model behavior correspondence uncertainty.  
 
The model structure correspondence uncertainty measures the amount of 
mathematical apparatus explaining the model physics. The algorithm of each 
model within a validation group is evaluated based on length of the code file. 
 
The model behavior correspondence uncertainty measures the frequency and 
magnitude of prediction errors. Errors are calculated as the difference between 
each model’s predictions and the validation test data. A file containing the errors 
is then measured in terms of length. 
 
The combination of the two uncertainty components gives an objective and 
structured evaluation of the relative validity of each model from a set of likely 
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candidate models. The model with the smallest uncertainty files has the lowest 
MVC value and is the model with the most validity. 
 
The content of this appendix provides both a practical and a complementary 
mathematical approach to quantifying the MVC. The calculation procedure is 
provided in overview.  
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APPENDIX C  
 
 
PROBABILISTIC MATHEMATICS BACKGROUND 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
A derivation of Bayes' equation follows a review of probabilistic concepts such as 
sets, outcomes and a definition of probability. The review is quite basic and can 
be ignored by those with an understanding of fundamental probability concepts. 
 
 
 
 
2 REVIEW OF PROBABILISTIC CONCEPTS 
 
Begin by imagining a sample space S that contains all possible outcomes of an 
experiment. Some examples of the possible outcomes are the event that A has 
occurred (denoted simply as A) and event that B has occurred (denoted as B). 
 
The classical definition1 of the probability of event A, P(A), is the number of 
possible outcomes resulting in event A, N(A), divided by the number of possible 
outcomes, N, in the sample space. Likewise, P(B) = N(B)/N.  
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Consider the sample space containing outcomes of all rolls of two dice (each six-
sided). This space contains the following outcomes: {1-1}; {1-2},{2-1};{1-3},{2-
2},{3-1};{1-4},{2-3},{3-2},{4-1};{1-5},{2-4},{3-3},{4-2},{5-1};{1-6},{2-
5},{3-4},{4-3},{5-2},{6-1};{2-6},{3-5},{4-4},{5-3},{6-2};{3-6},{4-5},{5-
4},{6-3};{4-6},{5-5},{6-4};{5-6},{6-5};{6-6}. There are 36 different possible 
outcomes, so N=36. 
 
Next let X be the sum of the numbers represented by the dice in each of the 
outcomes above. X can equal any of the sums from the following list 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12.  
 
Let N(X) be the number of ways that each sum can be rolled. For instance, the 
number of ways that a sum of two can be rolled is one, snake-eyes. So, 
N(2)=1:{1-1};  N(3)=2:{1-2, 2-1}; N(4)=3:{1-3, 2-2, 3-1}; N(5)=4:{1-4, 2-3, 3-2, 
4-1}; N(6)=5:{1-5, 2-4, 3-3, 4-2, 5-1}; N(7)=6:{1-6, 2-5, 3-4, 4-3, 5-2, 6-1}; 
N(8)=5:{2-6, 3-5, 4-4, 5-3, 6-2}; N(9)=4:{3-6, 4-5, 5-4, 6-3}; N(10)=3:{4-6, 5-5, 
6-4}; N(11)=2:{5-6, 6-5}; N(12)=1:{6-6}. 
 
The probability distribution for getting a certain sum is not uniform. The 
probability varies based on the number of possible ways a sum can be had. For the 
sample space above the probability of a sum of 12 is P(12) = 1/36. This result 
comes from the definition of probability where the probability can be computed 
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taking the number of possible ways a sum of twelve can be had,  N(12)=1, 
divided by the total number, N = 36, of different possible combinations of die 
rolls.  So, P(12) = 1/36 whereas, P(7) = 6/36 or six times greater. 
 
The previous illustration is useful for conceptualizing joint and conditional 
probabilities, as well. An example of joint probability is the intersection of the 
sets where the outcome of the first roll is four and where the sum of rolls of two 
dice yields seven. This probability is calculated from the combined probability 
that the either first die is a four (P(rolling a four) = 1/6) and the sum of the two 
dice is seven (P(7) = 1/6). The joint probability is 1/6 times 1/6 = 1/36. This joint 
probability is the likelihood of both events occurring. This can only happen when 
the roll is {4-3}; only one possible outcome of the 36 possibilities.  
 
An example of conditional probability is the probability of the sum of seven when 
the first roll is four. The only outcome on the second roll to provide a sum of 
seven is an outcome of three. The likelihood of rolling a three is P(rolling a three) 
= 1/6. This result was obtained by reasoning. The same result for the conditional 
probability may be had by applying the definition of conditional probability that 
follows in the next subsection.  
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3 DERIVATION OF BAYES’ EQUATION 
 
The definition of conditional probability states that the conditional probability of 
A given that B has occurred is the ratio of the joint probability of events A and B 
to the probability of B.  
 
)(
)()/(
BP
BandAPBAP =       (1) 
 
Multiply both sides of eqn (1) by P(B). Therefore, 
)()/()( BandAPBAPBP = . 
The commutative property applies to probabilities: P(A and B) = P(B and A). 
Apply the commutative property such that, 
 
)/()()()()/()( ABPAPAandBPBandAPBAPBP === . (2) 
 
Reproduce the extreme right-hand side and left-hand side of eqn (2) as a 
mathematical equality. The relationship is simply, 
)/()()/()( ABPAPBAPBP = . 
 
Solving this equation for the conditional probability, P(A/B), gives, 
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)(
)/()()/(
BP
ABPAPBAP =        (3) 
 
The eqn (3) is Bayes' equation. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
ESSENTIAL PROCEDURES FOR FIRE MODEL 
VALIDATION  
WITH THE MVC METHOD 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The advent of performance-based codes has opened up opportunities for many 
diverse avenues of fire model implementation. A few proposals1,2 have been put 
forth to establish an approval mechanism for fire model implementation. A major 
goal of this mechanism would be to conduct a thorough qualitative and 
quantitative assessment of a model and its linkage with the proposed model 
application context. The methodology would need2 to account for complex issues 
associated with the comparison between theory and experiment as well as context 
of use. Such a mechanism would include a model validation methodology. 
 
The approval mechanism is necessary to reduce (or prevent altogether) 
illegitimate model predictions. The reliability of model predictions depends upon 
the model correspondence3 with the physics of a phenomenon. In the prediction of 
phenomenon behavior there is a presupposition4 that a similarity exists between 
model and phenomenon. Success of application is derived4 from that similarity. 
An example of this approach is the use of similarity conditions such as Reynolds 
number in flow problems or Fourier number in heat transfer problems. 
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The reliability of models themselves as representations of phenomena depends 
upon: two main factors:5 1) the uncertainty associated with the mathematical 
relationships hypothesized for a particular model, and 2) the uncertainty of the 
predictions obtained from the model.  
 
This appendix provides a set of procedures comprising the Model Validity 
Criterion (MVC) method of model validation.3,6 The MVC method evaluates 
model correspondence uncertainty. Model correspondence uncertainty is distorted 
or incomplete information about a phenomenon that exists within a model. The 
MVC method produces an objective and quantitative rank ordering of validation 
for models applied in a given context. 
 
Ultimately the value of such a method is only realized from its utilization. Model 
developers may be interested in the MVC method to establish performance levels 
of structure and predictive behavior uncertainties6 of a model. For each model, a 
starting point, or baseline, must be identified before implementing any 
improvement strategies. After model improvements have been made, then the 
MVC method may be applied again to estimate the level of improvement. The 
MVC value provides a quantitative measure of level of model performance that 
can become the basis for a model improvement program. 
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 Engineering consultants and approval officers may be interested in this method 
since it provides relative comparisons between models. Therefore the choice, 
based on validity, of one model over another becomes a quantitative decision 
rather than a qualitative judgment call. The result is that candidate models of a set 
may be discriminated against based on MVC values. This result is powerful in 
that it allows the user to choose the most valid model for an application.  
 
 
2 OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD PROCEDURES 
 
This section sequentially introduces the four steps of the MVC method. Before 
initiating the method, a model rank-ordering problem must exist. At the 
conclusion of the method, the four steps will have provided a solution to the 
model ordering problem.  
 
The steps begin with the preparation for the method detailed in Step 1: Set-Up. 
After the problem has been properly prepared, the next step is to make 
calculations of the validity. The Step 2: Calculate - provides the necessary 
procedures for making those calculations. Following the completion of the 
calculations, one must proceed to comparing the values amongst the models. The 
Step 3: Rank Order Models - provides instruction on sorting the models into 
rank order based upon MVC value. The final step of the method is to draw 
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conclusions from the quantitative results. The Step 4: Interpreting Results - 
gives some practical implications for results of the method. 
 
 
2.1 Step 1: Set-up 
 
There are three subsections in this first step of the method. These subsections 
provide information on the necessary preparations for the method. The first 
preparation task is to identify and screen models for the validation group. The 
second task is to screen potential validation test data sets for the analysis. The 
third task is to familiarize oneself with options for counting bits. 
 
MVC numerical values are sensitive to the choices that are made when 
assembling candidate models in a set, and in selecting criteria for inclusion of data 
in the validation data set. One should give due consideration to these choices and 
carefully document them so that MVC results have a clearly defined validation 
context. 
 
Assembly of Candidate Models 
The models for comparison in the validity analysis must be screened for 
compatibility with the method requirements. The requirements are: 
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• At least two models are necessary for the validation method. 
• Source code must be available for each of the models. 
• Models must be written (or rewritten) in the same computer language 
using the same computer programming style. 
• Models must be linked together in a set based on capabilities to simulate 
the same fire dynamic scenarios. 
• Reliable test data must be available for comparison with at least one of the 
output variables that the models have in common. 
 
The first requirement is based on the fundamental concept of validation. A single 
model can never be validated (comprehensively) on its own. Validation is a term 
interpreted here as a process of testing a model’s capacity relative to other models 
to make legitimate predictions for unforeseen scenarios. When the “relative” part 
is taken out of the definition by trying to validate a single model, then it is like 
trying to report a grade on an exam as a 60 without giving the complete ratio of 
problems correct to possible problems. The uncertainty arises because one 
wonders - Is the grade 60 out of 100 (60%) or 60 out of 60 (100%) or some other 
ratio? Validating a set of models relative to each other provides some foundation 
for the results in terms of a ratio so that one can analyze the validity of “Model A” 
relative to the validity of other similar models (Model B, Model C and Model D). 
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The second requirement states that the source code must be available. This 
requirement is necessary since the method uses the source code size as an input to 
the analysis. Program size alone does not provide enough detail. One must 
physically count the commands and variables in the source code program 
representing the model.  
 
The third requirement guards against introducing new uncertainties into the 
validation analysis related to the efficiency of computer languages. Each 
computer language provides its own reserved words and syntax. Some languages 
are more powerful than others. So when one uses a powerful high level language 
one can accomplish more in using fewer commands than when using a lower level 
language. When more commands are introduced into a program, the method 
assumes that these commands are necessary to explain the physics. Fewer 
commands are preferred for validity so these extra commands are an automatic 
liability. 
 
Consider writing a computer program in BASIC and then translating the same 
program into C++. The BASIC file would likely contain more commands because 
it is less powerful. One can avoid this liability in the analysis by assuring that 
each model is provided in a common computer language using the same computer 
programming style. 
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The fourth requirement restricts the validation analysis to include comparable 
models. For instance the major category of Fire Hazard models could include one-
zone, two-zone, hybrid and field models. It would not be appropriate to consider 
validating these models against each other because the scope of the validation is 
too broad for the method.  
 
The scope of the method focuses on viable model alternatives. The model 
alternatives must be similar enough so that computer file size is comparable 
within a few orders of magnitude. For instance a program that requires 10 or 100 
lines of code cannot be compared to a program that requires 10,000 lines of code. 
A large variance among the size of computer codes costs the validation method in 
terms of accuracy. 
 
If you do not know the assumptions upon which a model is based, then some 
information can be garnered (as a first approximation of model compatibility) 
from a list of the required inputs and reported outputs of the models. Models 
based on the same conceptual framework will likely deal with input and output 
variables that are the same or closely similar. 
 
Beyond the first approximation the models of a potential set must be further 
compared relative to their range of application. To do this one must evaluate the 
range of fire dynamic scenarios that each model is capable of simulating. The 
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limitations of the narrowest model of the set restricts the validation context for the 
models. Confining the validation context to the capabilities of the models ensures 
that no model is unfairly biased in the evaluation. This aspect of assembling a set 
of models is quite important and should not be overlooked since it will influence 
the quality of the MVC results. 
 
The last requirement is that data must be available. Validation cannot be done if 
data doesn’t exist for establishing the predictive capability of the models. Models 
often predict more than one variable. The validation can be focused on one or all 
of the output variables that the models have in common. More requirements on 
the data sets are highlighted in the next section.  
 
Data Set for the Validation 
The data sets for use in the validity analysis must be screened for compatibility 
with the method requirements. The requirements are: 
 
• Documentation must be available specifically identifying the test 
conditions. 
• Test scenarios must be compatible with model capabilities. 
 
The first requirement is necessary so that one may generate an input file for the 
models. It is surprising how often accurate and specific information is missing 
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from tests reports. In the authors’ experience, for compartment fire tests, material 
properties of the compartment boundaries and fuel supply variables are most 
difficult to establish. Geometric values describing the compartment and fire 
location are usually provided in sufficient detail. 
 
The second requirement restricts test scenarios to those that the models can 
simulate. This is an obvious necessity, but careful consideration of the scenario is 
necessary to filter out data sets that are inappropriate for the model. For instance, 
one cannot expect to validate a model capable of handling only natural ventilation 
conditions using data for forced ventilation scenarios. 
 
Following screening, choices must be made for the data in the validation data set 
that will influence the resulting MVC values. Those choices are: 
 
• Choice of tests and test points to be included in validation data set, 
• Choice of validation variable, 
• Choice of model prediction approach 
 
For the first choice one should exercise sound judgment in selecting tests that are 
valuable for the validation context. The value of tests depends upon the reliability 
of measurements and the represented fire dynamics. It is apparent that unreliable 
measurements introduce uncertainty into a validation data set. This condition is to 
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be avoided by choosing tests from reputable labs conducted by established 
researchers. The technical reports for the tests often indicate the reliability of 
measurements.  
 
Another significant point about selecting tests is that the physical states in the test 
must represent the conditions that are important for the models to be capable of 
handling. In particular the individual data points of a test must be evaluated for 
the intended validation context. For instance, test measurements recorded 
following compartment flashover would not be included in a preflashover 
validation data set.  
 
Also, the composition of the physical states represented in the validation data 
must not be unintentionally skewed towards a particular state. To avoid this one 
must evaluate the fraction of physical states that any subset of points represents. 
For instance, one must balance the number of data points individually 
representing pool fires, gas burner fires and wood crib fires for a validation 
context encompassing the three scenarios. The models must be capable of 
simulating these scenarios as well. 
 
For the second choice the selection of the validation variable should be based 
upon utility as an indicator of the physical states that the MVC validated model is 
expected to predict in an application context. Another concern is the reliability of 
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the test measurements of the variable. Legitimate validation with the MVC 
method (and likely other methods as well) is impossible with unreliable validation 
data. 
 
Finally the choice of a prediction approach can be done by selecting between7 a 
priori, blind or open predictions. The types of predictions vary depend upon how 
many of the test conditions are allowed to be transferred to the model input. A 
priori allows the least and the open approach allows the most. Blind predictions 
allow some of the test measurements to be inserted as model input. The 
predictions from each type of approach will likely vary for the same model. 
Therefore MVC results will vary as well. 
 
Other preferable conditions are recommended, but not required: 
 
• Data have been procured with the intent of using the results to validate 
models. 
• Tests were repeated so that random variations in measured variables were 
measured and reported (and thus can be integrated into the analysis). 
• Tests report transient data. 
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Procedure for Counting Bits Within a Spreadsheet 
A useful tool exists within the MS Excel8 spreadsheet application. This tool is a 
defined function called LEN(X).8 Its purpose is to count the number of 
alphanumeric characters in a cell. The content of the cell is the parameter X. It is 
useful for counting the number of bits in the prediction error of each model. For 
instance, if the prediction error is 97, then LEN(97) would return 2 (the number of 
bits in the value 97). When analyzing volumes of predictions compared to data 
points the LEN(X)8 function is quite useful. Otherwise, the number of bits may be 
counted by hand. 
 
Results of the function LEN(X),8 however, are not perfect or complete. There are 
a few conditions for which the LEN(X) results are erroneous as a bit counting 
tool. Those conditions are a zero prediction error and a prediction error with a 
leading or trailing zero(s). The Table 1 provides some examples of bit counting 
and the conditions for errors produced by the LEN(X) function. 
Table 1: Examples of the bit counting procedure and errors due to use of  the LEN(X) 
function for bit counting. 
 
Cell Content X LEN(X) Evaluation Corrected 
LEN(X) 
result 
Reason for 
Correction 
390 3 Accurate None Not Applicable 
2.704 5 Accurate None Not Applicable 
0 1 Error 0 Zero error 
0.00 4 Error 0 Zero error 
0.48 4 Error 3 Leading Zero 
64.200 6 Error 4 Trailing Zeros 
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The Table 1 provides interpretations of the various cell contents of the first 
column. The second column provides the LEN(X) interpretation of the contents. 
The third column evaluates the LEN(X) interpretation. Values are found to be 
accurate or erroneous as shown in the third column. The accurate values are only 
interesting in so much as they supply examples of bit counting for cell contents 
that contain a string with a zero digit. The erroneous values are a problem and 
must be corrected. The fourth column corrects the LEN(X) value so that the new 
value represents the actual bit count. So, a prediction error of zero (or a string of 
zeros with a decimal point) operated on by the function LEN(X) will register as 
an incorrect number of bits of uncertainty. These erroneous results must be 
corrected to a value of zero bits. A prediction error with a leading zero such as 
0.48 is erroneous. The correct number of bits in 0.48 is three; one for each of the 
two digits 4 & 8, and the other for the decimal point. Also, a prediction error with 
trailing zeros such as 64.200 should be corrected. The correct number of bits is 
four; three for each of the digits 6, 4 & 2, and the other for the decimal point. The 
fifth column provides the reason for the correction. 
 
For the application of using the LEN(X) function to count bits, one must 
supplement with one of two methods: An Excel macro that filters these conditions 
out of the LEN(X) operation, or visually screening the LEN(X) results for these 
conditions. In the current study the visual method has been sufficient since there 
is a small incidence of the disagreeable conditions.    
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2.2 Step 2: Calculation Procedures 
 
This section provides procedures for making the calculations for the model 
validity criterion method. The criterion is made up of two individual components. 
Each of the components has a different procedure for calculation. The calculation 
procedures are unusual but not complex.  
 
The first procedure involves evaluating the source code of each of the models. 
The second procedure involves evaluating model predictions relative to the 
validation test data. The third procedure is the calculation of the defining quantity 
of the method. This procedure shows the simple way to combine the results of the 
other two procedures to calculate the model validity criterion. 
 
Model Structure Uncertainty Procedure 
 
Given a set of models compatible with method requirements, each individual 
model’s structure must be evaluated for correspondence uncertainty. The end 
product of this evaluation is a single numerical value. This value is the amount of 
correspondence uncertainty of the model physics as a representation of the 
phenomenon. It is one of the components that make up the MVC value. 
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Models, in this discussion, are considered computer programs. Since a computer 
program is made up of characters, execution of the program firstly proceeds by 
parsing the sequence into distinguishable chunks. The compiler of the program 
lexicographically evaluates the sequence in the computer program. 
Lexicographical evaluation is an inventory of the instructions making up an 
algorithm written in a computer language. The result of this first step is a parsed 
string of characters. 
 
Consider the following short FORTRAN program typed in as follows. 
PROGRAM MULT 
REAL X,Y,Z 
READ X,Y 
Z=X*Y 
PRINT Z 
END 
 
The compiler (being ignorant of spaces and tabs) would not see the program as 
listed above but rather as the string below. 
 
PROGRAMMULTREALX,Y,ZREADX,YZ=X*YPRINTZEND 
 
The parser, residing within the compiler, would act on the string to break it into a 
series of distinguishable and operable chunks. The parsed string would look as 
follows. 
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PROGRAM|MULT|REAL|X|,|Y|,|Z|READ|X|,|Y|Z|=|X|*|Y|PRINT|Z|END 
 
Each of these chunks is an elementary object or terminal. A terminal may be 
defined as an independent meaningful symbol of the language syntax. Syntax of a 
language is the set of various kinds of symbols used in the language, the possible 
arrangements of those symbols, and the operational rules (or grammar). Counting 
the number of the terminals in the program gives the amount of correspondence 
uncertainty in the program structure. The previous program has 20 bits of 
uncertainty. One bit for each terminal in the program. 
 
Since a compiler may be unavailable or unnecessary in many circumstances, one 
may want to be able to manually parse a program into terminals. In order to parse 
a program one needs an understanding (or at least access to reference materials) 
of the computer language in which the program source code is written. For 
example the syntax of relational arithmetic expressions in mathematics includes 
the symbols ≤≥<>≠= ||||| and Rule: Symbols operate only on variables and 
constants. Therefore, symbols may not be placed adjacent to one another. 
Some examples of the use of the expression may be included also. 
 
Computer language syntax is obviously not restricted to operators. The syntax 
includes all the symbols used in the language. These symbols may be grouped by 
type: Reserved Words, Variable/Constant Names, Operators and Alphanumerics. 
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The Table 2 follows with some definitions and examples of the types of terminals 
in the syntax of a language. 
 
Table 2: Types and examples of the syntax of a computer language. 
 
TYPE DEFINITION EXAMPLES 
Reserved Words Predefined meaning within 
the language 
GOTO, DO WHILE, 
SUBROUTINE, IF 
Variable/Constants Defined meaning within 
the program  
TEMP, ALPHA, 
RATE1, XYZ 
Operators Arithmetic or logical 
functions 
+, =,*,/,>,< 
Alphanumerics Letters, digits or 
punctuation 
0,1,2,A,B,C,(,),. 
 
 
One may find lists of reserved words, operators and relevant alphanumerics by 
consulting a language grammar or programmer’s guide for the computer language 
with which you are working. Once a list is available, the procedure for parsing the 
program is to step sequentially through the code line by line and designate each 
terminal (type does not matter) with a single mark such as a dot or a dash. One 
may need to check the syntax at intervals to be sure that symbols are actual 
terminals of the given language. 
 
The final step to evaluating the uncertainty of the model’s structure is to count up 
the total number of terminals. Each dash or dot is counted for the entire length of 
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the program. The sum is the desired result and is one component of the MVC 
value. 
 
Model Predictive Behavior Uncertainty Procedure 
 
Given validation data, each individual model’s predictions must be evaluated for 
uncertainty. The end product of this evaluation is a single numerical value. This 
value represents the amount of uncertainty in the model-simulated results 
compared to test results representing the phenomenon. The numerical value can 
be calculated by following the seven steps in this procedure. The procedure will 
result in a spreadsheet that calculates the uncertainty of each model’s predictive 
behavior. It is one of the components that make up the MVC value. An example 
of the completed spreadsheet is shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: An example of a spreadsheet used in calculating uncertainty of a model's predictive 
behavior. 
 
Time 
(s) 
Data 
(m) 
Prediction 
(m) 
Prediction 
Error (m) 
Non-
Dimensional 
Error 
Behavior 
Uncertainty
(bits) 
0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0 0
10 2.8 2.9 0.1 0.3 2
20 2.3 2.7 0.4 1.3 3
40 1.8 2.3 0.5 1.7 3
50 1.6 2.3 0.7 2.3 3
60 0.9 2.0 1.1 3.7 3
END   SUM=14
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The Table 3 contains six columns in a spreadsheet. The entries for the columns in 
the table are produced by following the steps below.  
 
The first two columns provide the time sequence and collected data of the 
validation test scenario. When validating a model one must consider which of the 
set of model predictions (or outputs) are of interest to the application. Ideally it 
may be possible to validate models for all outputs. But for practical applications 
of validated models it may be preferable to focus on one single important 
variable. 
 
The first step, therefore, is to tabulate the reported data for the validation output 
variable in a spreadsheet; one column for the time variable and another for the 
corresponding data. Usually the time value would start at zero and continue for 
the duration of the test (usually at fire source extinguishment). Occasionally 
balancing the data points within a validation set will require data from a different 
segment of a test rather than the entire test run from beginning to end. 
 
Having tabulated an important output variable for the validation into the 
spreadsheet, one may proceed to making model predictions of the measured test 
data. Predictions are made by entering input conditions and a description of the 
fire source into the computer model and then running the computer code. 
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Output from the model run should be saved on disk and then transferred to the 
validation spreadsheet. The second step, then, is to create a third column in the 
spreadsheet for the imported prediction data.  
 
The prediction data should correspond to the reported times in the first column of 
the spreadsheet. Any discrepancies between the measured time intervals and the 
predicted time intervals should be carefully investigated. It may be necessary in 
some cases to discard the data associated with certain time intervals. 
 
For instance, a case has been identified where measurement instruments were 
malfunctioning and therefore “off-line” for various segments in an otherwise 
satisfactory test. This condition necessitated that the predicted as well as 
measured data values must be discarded for these time segments. The result was 
that gaps occurred in the time sequence (e.g. time in seconds reported as 
0,10,20,40,50…). These gaps are of no consequence to the validation method as 
long as they ensure that the reported time corresponds to the reported data (both 
predicted and measured). 
 
Since measured and predicted data are tabulated in the spreadsheet the third step 
is to compute the prediction error. The prediction error is simply the absolute 
value of the difference between the measured data and the predicted data. For 
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each time interval the difference should be calculated and placed in a fourth 
column of the spreadsheet. 
 
It is important that the prediction error for the variable is non-dimensionalized 
relative to a characteristic value for the variable. Non-dimensionalization is 
necessary mathematically for the MVC value to be independent of the units used 
for measurement of the validation variable. The fourth step is to create a fifth 
column in the spreadsheet for the non-dimensional error. The step to calculate the 
values will be explained subsequently. 
 
The choice of the characteristic value effectually categorizes the errors in the 
spreadsheet by size. In general terms the values of the non-zero prediction errors 
up to the characteristic value are categorized as one size category, and larger 
prediction error values up to 10 times the characteristic value are in the next size 
category. The size categories can expand indefinitely to accommodate 100 or 
1000 times the characteristic value, too. However, prediction errors of these 
magnitudes are not likely. This discrete nature of the MVC method is a result of 
the digit counting approach to sizing the error file.  
 
It is customary for the characteristic value for any variable to be taken as a 
percentage of the initial value for that variable. For instance, prediction errors for 
the variable “Interface Height” can be normalized by dividing them by some 
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percent of the initial value of the interface height at the start of the simulation and 
test. The Table 3 prediction errors were normalized by dividing each value by ten 
percent of the initial interface height of three meters. (Note that at time zero the 
interface height is the ceiling height.) 
 
The choice of the percentage will determine the discretization of the prediction 
errors into different non-dimensional prediction error size categories as discussed 
in the previous paragraphs. It is suggested that the tolerance for error in the 
predictions is considered as a possible guide for determining the percentage. The 
tolerance for error is the error in a prediction that is allowable9 or insignificant. In 
practice any experiment measurement reports10 values for variables within some 
tolerance of the actual value. Likewise for simulations, reported values of 
variables are expected to be within some allowable tolerance of the measured 
value.  
 
The size of the tolerance for error depends upon the variable and units used to 
report the measurement. The smallest tolerance possible is zero carried out to a 
large number of decimal places. Usually simulation output is not required to be so 
accurate that the smallest tolerance is required. Other larger tolerances are likely 
to be desirable for different variables. The tolerance for error is likely some 
percentage such as 10%, 1% or 0.1%. Other values are equally acceptable.  
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To compute the non-dimensional error, the following procedure is suggested: the 
prediction error is divided by the product of the tolerance and the initial value of 
the variable. (e.g., Each error in the prediction of interface height divided by 0.3m 
or 10% of the initial interface height of 3.0m.) The action to follow is to calculate 
the non-dimensional error values in the spreadsheet as the prediction errors of the 
previous column divided by a percentage (the tolerance for error) of the initial 
value for the variable. 
 
Spreadsheet values of the non-dimensional error should have the number of 
significant digits adjusted. The Table 4 shows the order of magnitude of the 
smallest significant digit of the non-dimensional error. Digits of the non-
dimensional error smaller than those in the table must be rounded-up in value to 
the next decimal place. For instance, consider a lower layer temperature initial 
value of 293 K. This value is of order 210 . If we are interested in errors greater 
than or equal to +/- 1%, then Table 4 indicates that the smallest significant digit of 
the non-dimensional error should be of order 010 . This means that non-
dimensional errors to the right of a decimal place are insignificant. All non-
dimensional errors for this variable should therefore be rounded up to the ones 
place. As another example, consider an interface height initial value of 3 meters. 
This value is of order 010 . If one is interested in errors greater than or equal to +/- 
10%, then Table 4 shows the smallest significant digit of the non-dimensional 
error should be of order 110− . This means that non-dimensional errors in the 
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hundredths place or less are insignificant. All non-dimensional errors for the 
interface height variable should be rounded to the tenths place. The fifth step is to 
round the values of the non-dimensional error in the fifth column of the 
spreadsheet to the order of magnitude in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: The order of magnitude of the smallest significant digit of the non-dimensional 
error as determined by the order of magnitude of the initial value of the variable and the 
tolerance for error in the variable.    
 
 Order of Magnitude of Initial Value of Variable 
Tolerance 
for Error 
 
 
110  010  110−  210−  
%10/−+  110  010  110−  210−  310−  
%1/−+  010  110−  210−  310−  410−  
%1.0/−+  110−  210−  310−  410−  510−  
 
Since one now has the non-dimensional prediction error to the desired number of 
significant digits, the sixth step is to calculate the number of bits of each non-
dimensional prediction error. A sixth column should be set-up to calculate and 
record the number of bits for each non-dimensional prediction error. Calculation 
of bits can be done by implementing the MS Excel8 procedure provided 
previously. 
 
The seventh and final step of the procedure is to sum the total number of bits in 
the sixth column. This total is the amount of uncertainty due to the predictive 
behavior of the model. 
210
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Model Validity Criterion Calculation Procedure 
The previous sections have provided procedures to calculate uncertainties in 
model structure and behavior. Following these procedures for each model in the 
validation method, one finds oneself with a structure uncertainty value and a 
predictive behavior uncertainty value associated with each model. The next step is 
to calculate the unique model validity criterion for each model in the set. 
 
The model validity criterion, MVC, is the quantitative result produced by the 
validation method. The MVC of a model is a simple summation of the two 
individual components of uncertainty: structure and predictive behavior. The sum 
is measured in bits of uncertainty. Each model in the set will have a different sum 
and therefore a unique MVC. 
 
 
2.3 Step 3: Rank Order Models 
 
The models can be rank ordered for a qualitative perspective on their relative 
validity. In order to produce this order the value of the MVC for each model is 
compared to the other values of the model group and then the values are sorted.  
 
The proper order for evaluation of validity is ascending order. (In other words, 
order the model group by increasing MVC.) Thus the first model in the rank order 
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would be the model with the lowest MVC. This model is more valid than the 
others since there is less uncertainty associated with the model’s structure and 
behavior. The other models would then be included in ascending order. So, the 
last model in the rank order would be the model with the highest MVC. This 
model is less valid than all the others since there is more uncertainty associated 
with the model’s structure and behavior. 
 
One should recognize that MVC rank-order results emphasize different 
characteristics of a model and its predictions depending upon the amount of data 
introduced into the validation. This is one of the reasons that MVC rank order 
results are keyed to a validation context that includes the size of the validation 
data set.  
 
Consider two separate validation cases; one for a set of models using 50 data 
points from a test and another for the same set of models with 50,000 points from 
the same test. The MVC method has been specifically developed to be applicable 
in situations where few data are available such as those existing because of the 
paucity of compartment-fire test data. In the case with 50 points, MVC results 
will generally be dominated by the size of the model algorithms. This means that 
unless errors from model predictions are quite numerous and large, then the rank 
ordering of models corresponds to the sizes of the model algorithms. This result is 
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not trivial because it is founded upon the model likelihood as an accurate 
description of physics from the Universal distribution.6 
 
In the case with 50,000 points MVC results will generally show model simulation 
prediction error file sizes that eclipse the size of the model algorithms. This means 
that unless errors from model predictions are few and quite small, then model 
rank-ordering corresponds to the sizes of the error files. The result is model rank-
ordering adhering to the traditional interpretation of validation as assessing the 
agreement of comparisons between model predictions and data. 
 
2.4 Step 4: Interpreting Results 
 
The rank order of MVC values for models gives an ordering of models according 
to the amount of correspondence uncertainty within the context of the validation. 
The amount of uncertainty is a measure of the magnitude of distorted and 
incomplete information within a model. 
 
Models that have a low MVC value are recommended by the method for 
applications similar to the validation scenario. Models that have a high MVC 
value are not supported by the MVC method as good choices for prediction in the 
validation scenario. 
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Keeping the points above in mind, one must state conclusive results (if there are 
any) or provide evidence of inconclusive results for the group of models. 
Approaches for each of the two cases are given below.  
 
If there is a clear ordering of the models as a result of the calculation of the MVC 
then one must state the preferred model and the scenario characteristics for which 
the validation is applicable. The characteristics should include the variable that 
was chosen for validation, the compartment and fire source descriptions, and any 
limiting conditions related to the range of the model capabilities exercised in the 
simulation of the validation data set scenarios. 
 
If there is an ambiguous result from the application of this method (such as when 
two or more models have nearly equal MVC values) then one must draw a 
different conclusion. The result is that the method finds no evidence for a pair (or 
more) of models to be preferred in rank. This result carries its own weight for the 
use of the models within the group. The conclusion to be drawn is that each of the 
models with ambiguous ranking is equally acceptable as valid representations of 
the modeled phenomenon. 
 
The scope of the MVC method does not include an investigation of the source of 
excess distortion and incompleteness of information among different models in a 
set. Curiosity about identifying such sources would lead one towards an 
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evaluation of the comparisons between model physics, use of empiricism and 
mathematical conveniences amongst the models. Also, one may wish to examine 
the physical states represented by the validation data at the time when large or 
frequent prediction errors occurred. 
 
3 ADDITIONAL COMPARISONS OF MVC UNCERTAINTY COMPONENTS 
 
In some cases, particularly if one is interested in model improvements, one may 
be interested in procedures for investigating the MVC uncertainty components 
individually. The individual uncertainties of structure and behavior that make up 
the MVC can be evaluated for each model and the accrual of uncertainty for each 
model can be investigated. The models in the group should be compared and 
evaluated using the measures described above. These measures provide a depth of 
understanding that exceeds the information available from the MVC value alone. 
 
3.1 Structure Uncertainty Component 
 
The structure uncertainty measures can be obtained, in a spreadsheet, by listing 
the various models and their corresponding structure uncertainty values (one of 
the components of the MVC). One would begin by observing the range in the 
structure uncertainty of the group of models. Then the average structure 
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uncertainty of the group of models should be calculated. The Table 5 shows an 
example of the comparisons among the structure uncertainty of a set of models. 
 
Table 5: Example of calculations of mean difference for structure uncertainty.   
 
Model  Structure Uncertainty  Mean Difference 
     
Model 1  222  -109.2 
Model 2  220  -111.2 
Model 3  372  40.8 
Model 4  430  98.8 
Model 5  412  80.8 
GROUP AVERAGE  331.2   
 
The average uncertainty is measured in units of bits. Each of the models can be 
compared to this group average and the mean difference can be calculated. The 
mean difference is the difference between a model’s structure uncertainty and the 
average structure uncertainty of the group. It is a signed (positive or negative) 
difference. The sign tells whether a model has less (negative) or more (positive) 
mathematical apparatus than the average amount. Variations from the mean 
provide a quantitative measure of the performance of each model compared to the 
group. 
 
Extra mathematical apparatus can manifest itself in various forms. There may be 
redundancy, wastefulness or uneconomical use of commands. Equations may be 
overly complex with a surplus of curve fitting parameters. Some effective ways to 
understand the impact of extra mathematical apparatus within the structure is to 
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visualize the extra bits as excess curve fitting constants, excess variables or 
superfluous equations in the structure. It is a practical fact that these excesses are 
discouraged from models. 
 
 
3.2 Behavior Uncertainty Component 
 
In order to obtain behavior uncertainty measures one would begin by calculating 
the average behavior uncertainty of the group of models. As for structure 
uncertainty in the last subsection, each model’s predictive behavior can be 
individually compared to the average behavior uncertainty. Then the mean 
difference can be calculated. The mean difference here is the difference between a 
model’s predictive behavior uncertainty and the average behavior uncertainty of 
the group. The sign of the difference tells whether a model performed better 
(negative) or worse (positive) than the average performance. The variation from 
the mean quantifies the relative performance of each model compared to the 
group. The Table 6 shows an example of the comparisons among behavior 
uncertainties of a set of models. 
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Table 6: Example of calculations of behavior uncertainty mean difference and percentage of 
predictions with behavior uncertainty of a given size. 
 
      
Predictions w/ Behavior 
Uncertainty of a Given Size 
Model  Behavior Uncertainty  Mean Difference    < or = 1 Bit    >     > 1 Bit 
        
Model 1  173  11.6  2.3% 97.7%
Model 2  122  -39.4  56.8% 43.2%
Model 3  164  2.6  11.4% 88.6%
Model 4  174  12.6  1.1% 98.9%
Model 5  174  12.6  1.1% 98.9%
GROUP AVERAGE  161.4      
 
Each model has its associated set of predictions. The predictions in each set may 
be classified based upon accuracy. The number of predictions with behavior 
uncertainty of a certain size is useful for comparing the models. There are two 
tiers of behavior uncertainty to consider. The first encompasses all predictions 
that result in behavior uncertainty values less than or equal to a small number of 
bits. (One or two bits is suggested.) The second encompasses all predictions that 
result in behavior uncertainty values greater than that chosen small number of 
bits.  
 
For each model one must count the number of predictions with behavior 
uncertainty of the given size. The number can be expressed as a percentage of the 
total number of predictions by dividing the value by the total number of 
predictions of the set. The result is the percentage of the model’s prediction errors 
that were of a certain level of accuracy. The Table 6 shows an example of these 
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tiers and the corresponding percentages for each model. The percentage is 
indicative of the predictive performance of the model in the context of the 
validation data set. 
 
 
3.3 Uncertainty Accrual 
 
Another valuable approach to comparing the MVC results is by comparing the 
accrual of uncertainty. For each model, the amount of uncertainty is a function of 
the number of validation test data points. A chart can be constructed like the one 
in Figure 1 showing this accrual. 
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Figure 1: Example chart of uncertainty accrual for a set of models. 
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Each of the plotted lines on the chart of Fig. 1 corresponds to a specific model of 
the group. The x-axis represents the number of validation data points that have 
been compared to the predictions. The y-axis represents the amount of uncertainty 
in bits that is accrued with each prediction. Please note that the y-axis intercept 
value corresponds to the structure uncertainty of each of the models. (This amount 
of uncertainty exists before any predictions are made.) 
 
The rate at which uncertainty accrues is a function of the number of data points 
included in the validation. The accrual of each model is shown as a plotted line 
extending from the structural uncertainty value at the y-axis. Then the plotted line 
continues out to the final MVC value after all the validation data points have been 
considered. The number of bits of the prediction error at each data point should be 
compounded until the final MVC value is reached at the end of the plotted line. 
The slope of this line is the rate of accrual for each model.  
 
The range of accrual rates for the models is measured in bits of uncertainty per 
validation data point. These accrual rates should be calculated for each model. 
The calculation involves dividing the behavior uncertainty of each model by the 
total number of data points. The resulting value gives the slope of the uncertainty 
accrual line and therefore the rate of accrual. The minimum slope would be zero 
where there were no errors in the predictions. The maximum slope is theoretically 
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infinity in which each error in succession is very large. The lowest slopes are 
preferable since, on average, there is less uncertainty associated with any 
prediction.  
 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
Improving model implementation by providing a tool for rank-ordering models is 
an aim of the MVC method. MVC values can be useful as a tool to objectively 
and quantitatively choose a model for application or as part of a model 
improvement program.  
 
Before applying the method, a model rank-ordering problem must exist. At the 
conclusion of the method, the four steps will have provided a solution to the 
model ordering problem. Major steps in the model validity criterion method are 
shown in Table 7. 
 
Table 7: Steps in the MVC method. 
 
STEP 1 Set-Up Prepare problem for the method 
STEP 2 Calculate Follow procedures to make calculations 
STEP 3 Rank Order Models Sort models into rank order 
STEP 4 Interpreting Results Draw conclusions from results 
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The Step 1: Set-Up is the preparation for the method. The next step is to make 
calculations of the validity. The Step 2: Calculate provides the necessary 
procedures for making those calculations. The Step 3: Rank Order Models 
provides instruction on using the MVC value for sorting the models into rank 
order. The Step 4: Interpreting Results gives some practical implications for 
results of the method. Additional procedures also shown here provide a more in 
depth examination of the components of structure and uncertainty that comprise 
the MVC values of the models. 
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
 
APPLICATIONS OF THE  
MODEL VALIDITY CRITERION (MVC) METHOD 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Validation is a process of model evaluation. For the case of the Model Validity 
Criterion (MVC) method1 the term Validation is defined2 as a process of 
establishing the amount of correspondence uncertainty between a model 
algorithm and the rules governing behavior of a phenomenon, and between the 
model output and empirical evidence. 
 
The definition of validation conveys the requirement that valid models match 
reality in two ways. These ways are a measure of structure correspondence 
uncertainty and a measure of behavior correspondence uncertainty. Both ways are 
measures of model correspondence uncertainty. Model correspondence 
uncertainty1 is incomplete and distorted information about a physical 
phenomenon introduced by a modeling scheme. 
 
The MVC validation strategy1 is to use the distinct differences in correspondence 
among model choices as a comprehensive measure of validity where models with 
the least correspondence uncertainty are preferred. 
 2
 
The procedures of the method3 are used to calculate model correspondence 
uncertainty and rank the models giving preference to those with less uncertainty. 
The structure correspondence uncertainty measure estimates the efficiency with 
which mathematical apparatus explaining the model physics has been employed. 
The behavior correspondence uncertainty measure gauges the frequency and 
magnitude of prediction errors. The abilities of the model user are not 
distinguished and are assumed adequate. The issue of the variability of model 
predictions due to user abilities is outside the scope of this appendix. 
 
The term “validation” within fire protection engineering has begun to evolve. The 
term is valuable as long as the fire protection community can agree on its 
meaning. The meaning of validation employed in the MVC method2 implies the 
following three tenets.   
 
1) Validity of a model can only be assessed in a relative way such that one model 
may be considered more valid than another in a group of candidate models. 
2) A model may only be validated relative to its use for a given scenario. 
Therefore the validation context must naturally be identified in any model 
validation. 
3) The validation process is dynamic and continual as long as relevant new data 
exists. 
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Examples of application of the MVC method will be demonstrated in this 
appendix. An important issue to keep in mind when interpreting the results of the 
examples is that the focus should not dwell on absolutes. The intent here is to 
demonstrate application of the MVC method not to prove certain models invalid. 
 
 
2 PROBLEMS TO SOLVE WITH THE MVC METHOD 
 
The MVC method can be applied1 to solve problems associated with making 
model predictions. The problems arise when predictions are to be made for 
physical situations other than those in the laboratory environment.  
 
In practice4, the uncertainty of fire model predictions is not formally, or often 
even informally, acknowledged. Nonetheless, permanent and costly decisions are 
made based on these predictions; such as, whether a renovated hotel provides 
enough sprinkler protection or whether a new healthcare facility can be 
considered safe for occupancy. A result of this modus operandi is that unexpected 
consequences can occur. The fire protection engineering practice needs to 
understand and address unacknowledged uncertainty prior to making decisions. 
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The uncertainty of a fire model prediction1 is a function of model validity. The 
MVC method provides insight and in some cases clear answers where none was 
available before. Practical application of the MVC method provides answers by 
addressing two issues. The first issue deals with the MVC validation with the 
intent of making a model choice for a known scenario. Example 1A provides an 
illustration of the solution to this issue by applying the MVC method to the choice 
of models from a set for a specific scenario. The second issue addresses the intent 
of the MVC validation for choosing a model for extrapolation or making 
predictions for scenarios outside the known territory. Example 1B gives a 
demonstration of an approach to this issue by applying the MVC method. 
 
 
3 ENSURING SUCCESS WITH THE MVC METHOD 
 
The MVC method is not complex. The procedures are brief and the data 
manipulations are simple. Yet, the method is not foolproof. Careful attention must 
be given to the manner in which the method is employed. 
 
Success of the MVC as a measure of validity hinges upon the proper linkage of 
the fire dynamics expressed in the group of models with the fire dynamics 
represented by the test measurements. Proper linkage of the fire dynamics means 
that the MVC accurately reflects the capabilities of the models within the 
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scenarios represented by the validation test data. The conditions for linking the 
fire dynamics determine the context in which the MVC value can be interpreted. 
Examples of these conditions for linkage are the matching of a group of two-layer 
zone models with validation data representing only two layer scenarios. Models 
may only be included in the group if they are all two-layer zone models. (Single 
zone models would be denied inclusion.) And, data may be included in the 
validation if it represents the two-layer compartment environment. The MVC 
results would be interpreted for the context of the fire dynamics of the two-layer 
compartment environment and none other. 
 
3.1 Grouping Candidate Models in a Set 
How are models considered to be part of the model group? When classifying 
models one usually operates by examining attributes. The most general attributes 
of model structure are size and range of theory. Each is extremely important to 
consider. Size is important because it indicates the amount of physics. Also, the 
MVC value is critically dependent upon model size. The range of theory 
applicability in models is important since it influences the size. A wider range of 
theoretical application indicates a more expansive model perhaps of a larger size. 
(e.g., Comparison of a zone model with a group of field-models would indicate 
that the applicability of the theory is too narrow to be included in the group with 
the field models.) 
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3.2 Grouping Data Representing Scenarios 
How are data sets combined in a validation data set? A validation data set is made 
up of individual data points. Each data point describes a physical state. Each data 
point should be selected so that the physical states have relevance to the 
capabilities of the group of models and to the context of the validation. The test 
scenarios must be carefully examined for goodness-of-fit to the model 
assumptions and theory. Details are often overlooked. The data points must be 
chosen to represent the narrowness or broadness of the intended MVC results. If 
narrow results are intended then the scope of validation data test scenarios is 
narrow. If broad results are intended (such as those required of extrapolation) then 
the scope of validation data test scenarios becomes wide. The fraction of data 
points representing each distinct scenario and exercising distinct facets of the 
group of models must be balanced. The balance is necessary to avoid 
unintentionally skewing the MVC results toward a certain scenario or individual 
facet of the models. 
 
If the fire dynamics is linked both between and among the group of models and 
the validation data, then the success of the MVC is encouraged. Carelessness in 
these endeavors will guarantee poor results. 
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3.3 Enhancing MVC Results  
Another condition to enhance the quality of MVC results is to increase the 
number of data points. Additional data points that have been properly chosen may 
be included in the validation set. The additional data points may come from a 
narrow scenario or a general scenario. Another important way to include 
additional data points is through the use of replicate test validation data.   
 
Fire development within a compartment is not a highly repeatable phenomenon. 
Replicate tests reveal this lack of repeatability – whereas deterministic model 
predictions cannot. One can however include replicate test data in the validation 
data set. Then the data set represents the random variation in test scenarios. The 
consequence is that the MVC results of models validated with this data set will 
have the uncertainty due to lack of repeatability incorporated into the final 
ranking of the models 
 
Occasionally MVC results will yield an inconclusive determination of the most 
valid model. When the level of validity among models is not clearly differentiable 
one needs a solid basis for proportionally combining the contributions from each 
model. The combination can be done by aggregating model predictions. 
Aggregation is achieved by weighting each model's prediction by its relative 
validity as determined by the MVC value. In this way, legitimate predictions may 
be made which represent the "best practices" of the fire protection engineering 
modeling community.  
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4 OVERVIEW OF EXAMPLES 
 
In the following examples, a group of alternative models is evaluated using the 
Model Validity Criterion method. The examples are coupled as Set 1 (including 
examples 1A and 1B) and Set 2 (including examples 2A and 2B). Set 1 was 
developed to show how the MVC method results are dependent upon the 
conditions for linkage of the fire dynamics between and among the group of 
models and the validation data. Example 1A provides an in depth demonstration 
of the MVC method. The method evaluates the candidate models for a narrow 
scope scenario. The method results specify a single model as the most valid 
among the models for the limited validation scope. This model would be preferred 
as the most valid model and likely be chosen exclusively for making predictions 
over the narrow scope of the limited scenario. Example 1B provides a 
demonstration of how data points chosen in a systematic way allow one to 
represent a general phenomenon. The models may then be validated for the 
general phenomenon represented by the chosen data. The method results specify a 
single model as the most valid for a broader validation scope. This model would 
be preferred for making extrapolated predictions of the general phenomenon. 
 
Set 2 was developed to show that MVC results can be enhanced by different 
techniques. Example 2A provides an illustration of how to overcome stochastic 
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variations and other uncertainties in test data through the use of several identical 
tests. It also shows stability of the MVC results confronted with the data 
uncertainty due to test repeatability. Example 2B shows how to overcome 
inconclusive results by using the method to consolidate “best practices” into an 
aggregate model.  
 
The examples in this appendix apply a fixed set of procedures that make up the 
MVC method. The procedures are followed by sequencing through the four steps. 
The steps are explained in general detail in another document.3 Example 1A 
strictly follows all the steps of the procedures that make up the method. The other 
examples more loosely use parts of the procedures to illustrate the definitive 
points that make up this appendix. 
 
5 SET 1: LINKAGE OF FIRE DYNAMICS 
 
 
The fire dynamics of the Set 1 examples must be examined closely in order to link 
the models into groups and then link the data points into a validation data set. This 
linking must be done keeping in mind the physics expressed in models and the 
physical states represented by data points. Therefore compartment fire dynamics 
that are particularly relevant to the linkage in the examples will be discussed. 
 
 In a practical context compartment conditions that are most often required of a 
simulation are the interface height of the upper layer and the upper layer 
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temperature. The interface height value reveals the volume of gases in a 
compartment at a high thermal state. The upper layer temperature value reveals 
the thermal state of that volume of gases. Both of these conditions are affected by 
the fire plume behavior. 
 
The plume behavior depends intimately upon the mass flow, velocity and 
temperature conditions in the plume. In validating plume models one would 
perhaps expect to use validation data of this sort. However, in the practical 
context of the use of plume models within zone models, upper layer temperature 
presents itself as a practical way to evaluate the fundamental mechanics of the 
plume behavior. Further upper layer temperature is experimentally convenient to 
measure and can provide information that signifies the onset of compartment 
flashover which is an important, physically significant event. These examples use 
validation data for upper layer temperature to validate plume physics options as 
they reside in situ, within a zone model interactive shell.  
 
Plume behavior is most often simulated by an entrainment phenomenon driven by 
buoyancy. Entrainment occurs at the periphery of the plume. The amount of 
entrainment depends upon the height above the base of the fire, the fire heat 
release rate, the fire characteristic size and the temperature of the gases 
surrounding the plume periphery. 
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The plume can be divided into two regions: near-field and far-field. The transition 
between regions is based upon mean flame height.5 The near-field is below the 
mean flame height and the far-field is above the mean flame height. 
 
The temperature of the gases surrounding the plume periphery in a compartment 
fire depends largely upon the descent of the hot layer. The fire entrains mass5 
from the base of the fire up to the layer interface height. Mass in contact with the 
plume periphery above the layer interface height either recirculates or exits the 
compartment through a vent.5  
 
The examples particularly in this set show sensitivity to the issues of linking fire 
dynamics. The fire dynamics of compartment-layer, interface height as it 
influences entrainment by the plume are important to consider when linking 
models in groups, linking data points in sets and linking the model group with the 
validation data of the MVC method. The quality of the MVC method results 
depends upon the care with which the linkage has been carried out. 
 
The context of the validation is determined by the choice of data set. The Set 1 
examples 1A and 1B were developed to provide different intents for validation. 
The context of example 1A is a specific compartment-fire scenario represented by 
30 data points from a single test. The plume conditions (and therefore the 
validation results) are restricted to the near-field context wherein the interface 
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height is approximately half the mean flame height. The context of Example 1B is 
a more general compartment-fire scenario represented by six times as many data 
points as in Example 1A. Each point was carefully chosen from three tests that 
exhibit differing relationships between the mean flame height and the interface 
height: 1)interface at the mean flame height (60 data points), 2) interface at half 
the mean flame height (30 data points), and 3) a growing fire/ descending layer 
scenario where the entrainment begins at far-field, is reduced to the level of the 
mean flame height, then finally ends up in the near-field regime (90 data points). 
The validation data set as a composite of the fire dynamics in each scenario 
represents a balanced spectrum of the different relationships between the plume 
and the interface. 
 
 
6 EXAMPLE 1A: GROUPING CANDIDATE MODELS IN A SET 
 
The benefit of using a validated model is that model predictions may be used in 
subsequent applications with more confidence. According to the ASTM-E1355-
97 Standard6 on Predictive Capability of Deterministic Fire Models, “Reliance on 
model predictions in engineering applications is warranted only if the model has 
been validated for that application, ….”  
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The immediate consequence of the validation is that a rational and concise 
method is used to determine the most valid model of the group. Alternatives to 
using the MVC method are common. But these “strategies” are ones with which 
we should not feel comfortable. The alternatives are 1) choose the first model to 
become available or whichever model which happens to reside on one’s PC, 2) 
choose a model from a group of candidates by a truly random process, 3) choose a 
model that has superior accuracy in similar scenarios, 4) choose a model with the 
greatest complexity. 
 
The first two strategies may well be the ones most frequently employed. The last 
two strategies appear to be more reasonable, but both are flawed since they ignore 
the structure of the model as a representation of the physics. The structure of the 
model must be considered when the model is applied in a different scenario where 
the predictive accuracy is unknown. The MVC validation strategy of choosing a 
model with minimal correspondence uncertainty means that there is less 
uncertainty associated with the predictions from that model in similar scenarios. 
 
 
6.1 Example 1A Step 1: SET-UP 
Assembly of Candidate Models  
Several models were considered for inclusion in a validation group. The five 
models are those five plume physics option choices available in and combined 
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with the remainder of the computer compartment fire zone model known as the 
WPI-Fire code version 2.1c.7 WPI-Fire has evolved from the HARVARD V8 and 
FIRST9 programs. 
 
The model includes the following plume physics options as operated within WPI-
Fire: 
 
Morton, Taylor, Turner Virtual-Source Plume Physics Option10 - TMSPLM 
Morton, Taylor, Turner Point-Source Plume Physics Option10 - PTPLM 
McCaffrey Plume Physics Option11     - MPLUM2 
Zukoski, Cetegen, Kubota Plume Physics Option12   - ZPLUM2 
Delichatsios Plume Physics Option13     - DPLUM 
 
Each of the models was written in the same FORTRAN 77 computer language. 
Source code is available for each of the models.  
 
The attributes of model size and range of theory need to be examined for the 
group. By inspecting the source code (in particular length of subroutine, number 
of arguments, and types of arguments) it was determined that the models are 
similar enough in size to possibly be grouped together for validation. When the 
plume physics options are combined with WPI-Fire, then upper layer temperature 
predictions are generated for use in comparison to test data. 
 
In examining plume model theories one finds they can be most generally 
differentiated by the plume regimes included in the models. All of the five models 
are developed to be applicable for far-field entrainment calculations. Only a few 
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of the models have a range allowing for near-field calculations, as well. The 
choice of models to be linked within a group depends upon the context of the 
validation. If the context is defined by fires with a mean flame height much lower 
than the layer interface height then all far-field models can be included. But if the 
context is defined by fires where the flame is intimate with the interface or 
extends into the upper layer then only models with near field simulation 
capabilities can be included in the set.  
 
Three plume physics options were chosen of the five available in WPI-Fire: 
McCaffrey11, Zukosk12and Delichatsios.13 The criterion used was the capability of 
the physics to handle near-field entrainment. The two Morton, Taylor, Turner10 
options are restricted to far-field entrainment which is outside of the context of 
this validation exercise. The three plume physics options are not compared stand-
alone, but rather, they are compared as they reside and operate within the WPI-
Fire version 2.1c program.7  
 
Data Set for the Validation 
 
In order to create a validation data set, a multi-room fire test was chosen from a 
study undertaken by NIST.14,15 The intent of that study was to develop a generic 
methodology for the evaluation and accuracy assessment of fire models. This test 
scenario involves a fire source which quickly establishes a steady interface height 
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at approximately half of the flame height. Interface heights were calculated from 
the temperature measurements and reported by Peacock15 using the method of 
Cooper et al.. This method employs16 the so-called N% rule which approximates 
the interface location at time t as the height where the temperature rise over 
ambient equals N% of the maximum temperature rise of the thermocouple closest 
to the ceiling over the test duration up to time t. The layer temperatures were then 
taken15 as simple averages of the temperature profile within the layer. The 
validation data set for this example is comprised of these upper layer temperature 
results. 
 
The experimental layout was two rooms connected by a corridor. The 
configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Data included in this validation was from a 
single thermocouple tree located in the burn room. Thermocouple spacing was 
nominally at 0.15m intervals from 2.15m down to 0.36 m above the floor. An 
open doorway (to the corridor) was the only vent in the burn room which 
measured 2.3m X 2.3m X 2.2m high. Doorway thermocouple data would have 
been preferred17 however the location of the rake in the exit vestibule from the 
doorway introduced uncertainty in the reported results. The uncertainty was due 
to15 different layer heights in the burn room and the exitway vestibule. The 
mixing effects likely15 contaminated this data which showed lower temperatures 
than those expected.  
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Fig. 1. Fire test compartment diagram showing burner location and compartment 
instrumentation.14 
 
Two reports14,15 provide the documentation specifically identifying the test 
conditions. Building materials included both a substrate and lining material on 
each of the walls and ceiling. The substrate of the four walls was firebrick and the 
ceiling substrate was calcium silicate. Both were lined with ceramic fiberboard. 
The fire source was a natural gas burner placed against the middle of the back 
wall and set for a constant supply of fuel. The test was conducted with a steady 
heat release rate of 100 kW for 15 minutes (900 s) duration. Only the first 310 
seconds of measurements were used as part of the validation data set. Interface 
height data beyond this point became quite erratic. This condition occurred in 
many other tests without apparent physical explanation. Since the layer height 
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developed quickly and remained steady for the initial 310 second period only this 
data was used for validation. 
 
Model Requirements  
 
The test data was collected and reported for the intent of validating models 
however, each model has its own demands and peculiarities for input. Some 
simulated compartment features require additional work for adequate 
representation in the model. The two conditions requiring attention are the single 
room representation of the multi-room configuration of Peacock’s tests and the 
composite material properties of the wall and ceiling materials. 
 
The WPI-Fire model version 2.1c, as employed here, is an interactive shell for the 
plume physics options that allows for single-room modeling, however it can 
sometimes be used as a two-room model.9 The room attached to the burn room 
must be large enough so that the layer height in the second room is shallow and 
does not interfere18 with the influx of cool air through the doorway connecting the 
rooms. The modeled single room ventilating to ambient will therefore be able to 
approximate9 the two-room (or multi-room) condition. 
 
 For this validation data set the conditions at steady state are such that the corridor 
interface height falls 1/3 meter below the top of the doorway vent (transom) of the 
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burn room. This distance is the depth over which the ambient venting assumption 
breaks down. The burn room layer at steady state falls almost 2/3 meter below the 
transom. Although the corridor layer is not shallower than the depth of the door 
transom, the burn room inflow conditions are approximated by a single room 
simulation due to the low burn room interface height compared to that of the 
corridor. The single room venting to ambient is part of the context for validation 
of the plume physics options as operated within WPI Fire. 
 
The other condition to address is the treatment of layered wall and ceiling 
materials. In order to model a compartment-boundary substrate and lining, the 
material properties must be approximated9 by a weighted average. In addition 
WPI-Fire allows for two boundary surfaces on the compartment gases: an upper 
layer contact surface and a lower layer contact surface. The area and materials of 
the upper layer contact surface were difficult to accurately approximate since the 
ceiling and walls were layered with different materials. The averaging approach 
taken here to condense the substrate and lining materials to a single material was 
to weight the material properties values of thermal conductivity, specific heat and 
density by the fraction of the thickness that each layer (substrate or lining) 
represented in the total wall or ceiling thickness. The upper layer contact surface 
was based on the ceiling materials alone while the lower layer contact surface was 
based upon wall materials alone. 
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The default choices for physics subroutines included selection of ABSORB7 as the 
physics option to calculate the absorption coefficient of the layer assuming soot is 
the only contributor. Selection was made for exclusion of a ceiling jet and 
momentum driven vent flows. 
 
The set of WPI-Fire model inputs19,20 describing the test are shown in Table 1. 
 
 
6.2 Example 1A Step 2: CALCULATE 
Structure Uncertainty of Each Model 
 
This validation was undertaken to compare the validity of several plume physics 
options residing and operated from within WPI-Fire. WPI-Fire is an interactive 
shell and produces results that are dependent upon other variables besides the 
choice of plume physics option. Thus WPI-Fire must remain the context in which 
we view any validation of the plume physics options. 
 
However, the programming structure of the entire WPI-Fire code is not required 
in the evaluation of each model. A simplification may be made in evaluating the 
structure of the different models. The result of this simplification is that only the 
structure of each of the plume physics subroutines need be evaluated for size. 
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Table 1 WPI-Fire input data representing the scenario of Test 2.15 
   
Room Variables   
 length (m) along x-axis? 2.34
 length (m) along y-axis? 2.34
 length (m) along z-axis? 2.16
 number of vents? 1
 Initial temperature (K)? 318
   
Object Variables   
 x-coordinate (m)? 1.17
 y-coordinate (m)? 2.17
 height (m)? 0.5
 radius (m)? 0.192
 against wall? yes
   
Object Properties 19,20  
 stoich air/fuel mass ratio? 17.2
 yield soot 0.001
 heat of combustion (J/kg)? 50,000,00
0
 fraction released? 1.0
Gas Burner Segments   
 2 s       0.002 kg/s   
 300 s    0.002 kg/s  
 600 s    0.002 kg/s  
 900 s   0.002 kg/s  
 902 s   0.000 kg/s  
   
Vent Variables   
 x dimension (m)? 0.81
 z dimension (m)? 1.6
 
 
x coordinate of center (m)? 0.51
 y-coordinate of center (m)? 0.8
 side 1 in room? burn room
 side 2 in room? ambient
 horizontal vent? no
 ceiling vent? no
   
Wall Variables   
UL boundary surface thickness (m)? 0.063
 thermal conductivity (W/mK)? 0.094
 specific heat (J/kg)? 1098
 density (kg/m^3)? 246
LL boundary surface thickness (m)? 0.163
 thermal conductivity (W/mK)? 0.28
 specific heat (J/kg)? 1040
 density (kg/m^3)? 537
   
Unsubscripted Variables   
 default except  
 ambient temperature (K)? 296
 plume entrainment coeff.? 0.21
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The simplification rests upon the realization that the variation in each model, and 
interesting part for validation, is the structure of the subroutines that make up each 
individual plume physics option. Each of the three models is made up of a 
common and very large chunk of computer coding. That chunk is the remainder 
of the WPI-Fire program after the plume physics options have been removed. The 
remainder contains coding for the user interface, error handling, main program, 
I/O, numerical methods and other physics subroutines. The remainder, line for 
line, command by command, is a constant within each of the models. Therefore, 
the size of the remainder of the WPI-Fire code is a constant among all of the three 
models. The simplification is to neglect the size of the code structure that makes 
up the remainder of WPI-Fire after the plume physics options have been removed. 
This remainder size can be subtracted out of the total model size as an unknown 
constant without actually counting the terminals21 of the entire model. (A terminal 
is any independent meaningful symbol.) The result is that one need only consider 
the sizes of the plume physics option subroutines. 
 
A further point about the size of the plume physics option subroutines is the 
disclaimer regarding optimization. Each of the subroutines on the next few pages 
is presented and evaluated as it is coded for the WPI-Fire computer program. No 
effort was made to optimize or minimize the coding which represents the models.  
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Table 2 provides a list of each of the FORTRAN 77 terminals used in the three 
plume physics option subroutines. This list is presented to the reader as an aid in 
following the terminal counts on the next few pages. Please note that the list does 
not include the variable names and constant names in each of the subroutines 
although they are terminals as well. 
 
Table 2 List of FORTRAN terminals used within any of the plume physics options. 
 
Reserved Words Operators Alphanumerics 
    
SUBROUTINE = 0 A
IMPLICIT + 1 D
REAL - 2 G
DOUBLE 
PRECISION
* 3 H
PARAMETER / 4 O
GO TO ** 5 Q
IF .GT. 6 U
THEN .GE. 7 X
ELSE .LT. 8 Z
END IF .LE. 9 ,
CONTINUE SQRT .
RETURN DSQRT (
END .AND. )
 
The source code of the three subroutines that represent the three plume physics 
options are included as Tables 3 - 5. These source code listings show highlighted 
font mixed with the regular font. The FORTRAN 77 terminals remain in the 
regular font. The variable names and constant names have been highlighted as an 
aid to the reader. Each highlighted text word is an individual terminal. 
 
The left side of the page gives a line-by-line count of the number of terminals. 
The total terminal count gives results in which we are directly interested for 
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validation. The total value of each model’s structure uncertainty may be found at 
the bottom of the column in a bold box. 
 
 
Table 3 McCaffrey11 algorithm as coded within WPI-Fire ver. 2.1c.7 
 
Terminal Count  
   
13  SUBROUTINE MPLUM2( QF,CHI,TMOZZ,ZHPZZ,ZMPZZ1 ) 
   
11  IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z ) 
64  PARAMETER ( EXP1 = 0.566D0, EXP2 = 0.7736D0, EXP3 = 0.909D0,  
EXP4 =  0.6364D0, EXP5 = 1.895D0, EXP6 = 0.242D0 )  
44  PARAMETER ( CM1 = 0.0109664D0, CM2 = 0.0260797D0, CM3 = 0.1274933D0 ) 
   
15  TEOZZ = TMOZZ * QF * CHI / 1000.D0 
4  TMPZZ1 = -TMOZZ 
   
12  IF ( ZHPZZ .LT. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
12  IF ( TEOZZ .GE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
   
16  TEST = ZHPZZ / (( -TEOZZ )**0.4D0 ) 
6  TMP = 0.D0 
23  IF (( TEST .GT. 0.D0 ) .AND. ( TEST .LE. 0.08D0 )) THEN 
18  TMP = CM1 * ( ZHPZZ**EXP1 ) * (( -TEOZZ )**EXP2 ) 
1  ELSE 
24  IF (( TEST .GT. 0.08D0 ) .AND. ( TEST .LE. 0.2D0 )) THEN 
18  TMP = CM2 * ( ZHPZZ**EXP3 ) * (( -TEOZZ )**EXP4 ) 
1  ELSE 
11  IF ( TEST .GT. 0.2D0 ) THEN 
18  TMP = CM3 * ( ZHPZZ**EXP5 ) * (( -TEOZZ )**EXP6 ) 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
   
12  IF ( TMP .LE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
5  TMPZZ1 = TMP - TMOZZ 
   
3  15 CONTINUE 
   
15  IF ( TMPZZ1 .LT. 0.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 0.D0 
21  IF ( TMPZZ1 .GT. 1000.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 1000.D0 
   
1  RETURN 
1  END 
   
372   
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Table 4 Zukoski, Cetegen, Kubota12 algorithm as coded within WPI-Fire ver. 2.1c.7 
Terminal Count  
   
19  SUBROUTINE ZPLUM2( VMAZZ,QF,CHI,TMOZZ,ZHPZZ,ZRFZZ,ZHOZZ,TMPZZ1 ) 
   
11  IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z ) 
34  PARAMETER ( G = 9.8D0, EXP1 = 1.D0 / 3.D0, EXP2 = 2.D0 / 3.D0 ) 
   
24  QSTAR( X ) = -( 8.993D-7) * TEOZZ / ( DSQRT( X**5 )) 
7  TEOZZ = TMOZZ * QF * CHI 
4  TMPZZ1 = -TMOZZ 
12  IF ( ZHPZZ .LT. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
8  D = 2.D0 * ZRFZZ 
3  QD = QSTAR( D ) 
15  ZFL = 3.3D0 * D * ( QD**EXP2 ) 
28  IF ( QD .GT. 1.D0 ) ZFL = 3.3D0 * D * ( QD**0.4D0 ) 
18  Z0 = 0.8D0 * D - 0.33D0 * ZFL 
31  IF ( ZHOZZ / ZRFZZ .LT. 0.05D0 ) Z0 = 0.5D0 * D - 0.33D0 * ZFL 
5  ZV = ZHPZZ + Z0 
5  ZVF = ZFL + Z0 
6  TEM = 0.D0 
6  QZV = 0.D0 
10  IF ( ZV .GT. 0.D0 ) THEN 
23  TEM = 0.21D0 * VMAZZ * SQRT( G * ZV ) * ( ZV**2 ) 
3  QZV = QSTAR( ZV ) 
1  END IF 
6  QZVF = 0.D0 
12  IF ( ZVF .GT. 0.D0 ) QZVF = QSTAR( ZVF ) 
24  XM1 = 0.447D0 * VMAZZ * D * ( ZHPZZ**0.75D0 ) 
9  XM2 = TEM * ( QZVF**EXP1 ) 
9  XM3 = TEM * ( QZV**EXP1 ) 
   
7  IF ( XM1 .GT. XM3 ) THEN 
3  TMP = XM1 
1  ELSE 
7  IF ( XM1 .GT. XM2 ) THEN 
3  TMP = XM1 
1  ELSE 
7  IF ( XM2 .LE. XM3 ) THEN 
3  TMP = XM2 
1  ELSE 
3  TMP = XM3 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
   
12  IF ( TMP .LE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
5  TMPZZ1 = TMP - TMOZZ 
   
3  15 CONTINUE 
   
15  IF ( TMPZZ1 .LT. 0.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 0.D0 
21  IF ( TMPZZ1 .GT. 1000.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 1000.D0 
   
1  RETURN 
1  END 
   
430   
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Table 5 Delichatsios13 algorithm as coded within WPI-Fire ver.2.1c.7 
Terminal Count  
  
25  SUBROUTINE DPLUM(QF,CHI,TMOZZ,ZHPZZ,ZRFZZ,VMAZZ,ZKAZZ,CP,G,XGAMAS,TMPZZ1) 
   
11  IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z ) 
28  PARAMETER ( CM1 = 1.17D0, CM2 = 0.44D0, CM3 = 1.2D0 ) 
14  PARAMETER ( EXP1 = 5.D0 / 3.D0 ) 
   
7  TEOZZ = TMOZZ * QF * CHI 
4  TMPZZ1 = -TMOZZ 
12  IF ( ZHPZZ .LT. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
12  IF ( TEOZZ .GE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
   
6  SM = -TMOZZ * XGAMAS 
8  D = 2.D0 * ZRFZZ 
25  XFL = ( -TEOZZ / ( VMAZZ * CP * ZKAZZ * SQRT( G )))**0.4D0 
6  TMP = 0.D0 
7  TEST1 = CM1 * D / CM2 
17  TEST2 = (( CM3 / CM2 )**1.2D0 ) * XFL 
21  TEST3 = ((( CM1 * D ) / ( CM3 * XFL ))**6 ) * XFL 
7  IF ( TEST3 .GE. TEST1 ) THEN 
7  IF ( ZHPZZ .LE. TEST1 ) THEN 
25  TMP = CM1 * ( D / XFL ) * (( ZHPZZ / XFL )**1.5D0 ) * SM 
1  ELSE 
15  IF (( ZHPZZ .GT. TEST1 ) .AND. ( ZHPZZ .LE. TEST2 )) THEN 
19  TMP = CM2 * (( ZHPZZ / XFL )**2.5D0 ) * SM 
1  ELSE 
7  IF ( ZHPZZ .GT. TEST2 ) THEN 
15  TMP = CM3 * (( ZHPZZ / XFL )**EXP1 ) * SM 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
1  ELSE 
7  IF ( ZHPZZ .LT. TEST3 ) THEN 
25  TMP = CM1 * ( D / XFL ) * (( ZHPZZ / XFL )**1.5D0 ) * SM 
1  ELSE 
15  TMP = CM3 * (( ZHPZZ / XFL )**EXP1 ) * SM 
1  END IF 
1  END IF 
   
12  IF ( TMP .LE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 15 
5  TMPZZ1 = TMP - TMOZZ 
   
3  15 CONTINUE 
   
15  IF ( TMPZZ1 .LT. 0.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 0.D0 
21  IF ( TMPZZ1 .GT.1000.D0 ) TMPZZ1 = 1000.D0 
   
1  RETURN 
1  END 
   
412   
 
Predictive Behavior Uncertainty of Each Model  
 
From the simulations of the test scenarios by the models, a chart can be 
constructed of the temperature in the upper layer of the burn room versus time. 
Fig. 2 shows the three predictions and the test data. Predictions were made using 
the blind approach where wall and ceiling thermo-physical data from the test was 
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used for model input. Please note how the performance of each of the models 
varies. 
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Fig. 2. Upper layer time–temperature curves for model options within WPI-Fire7 compared 
to test data. 
 
Following the simulations, a spreadsheet was constructed and used to calculate 
predictive behavior for each of the models. The six columns of the spreadsheet 
correspond to Time, Upper Layer Temperature, Model Prediction of Upper-Layer 
Temperature, Prediction Error, Non-Dimensional Error and Behavior Uncertainty. 
Each plume physics option is represented in a different spreadsheet in Tables 6 – 
8. 
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Table 6 Spreadsheet of model option MPLUM27 predictive behavior. 
Data Source: NIST, Peacock, Davis & Lee, NBSIR88-3752, April 1988, Series 1, Test Number 100B, Upper layer Temperature, Thermocouple Tree 1  
           
Time: (s)  UL Temperature (K)  MPLUM2  Prediction  Prediction Error  Non-dimensional Error  Behavior Uncertainty 
0  317.56  317.56  0  0  0
10  391.02  423.88  32.86  10  2
20  427.33  438.33  11  3  1
30  472.85  459.66  13.19  4  1
40  486.61  470.14  16.47  5  1
50  515.48  476.34  39.14  12  2
70  522.61  484.57  38.04  12  2
80  532.62  487.45  45.17  14  2
90  527.73  489.83  37.9  12  2
100  522.99  491.84  31.15  10  2
110  521.56  493.55  28.01  9  1
120  525.87  495.04  30.83  10  2
130  530.05  496.34  33.71  11  2
140  537.93  497.50  40.43  13  2
150  540.07  498.54  41.53  13  2
160  546.42  499.47  46.95  15  2
170  543.57  500.31  43.26  14  2
180  535.06  501.08  33.98  11  2
190  517.63  501.79  15.84  5  1
200  541.54  502.44  39.1  12  2
210  547.31  503.04  44.27  14  2
220  546.01  503.60  42.41  13  2
230  547.43  504.12  43.31  14  2
240  546.35  504.61  41.74  13  2
250  550.67  505.06  45.61  14  2
260  548.33  505.49  42.84  13  2
270  546.81  505.89  40.92  13  2
280  550.54  506.27  44.27  14  2
290  539.24  506.63  32.61  10  2
300  558.00  506.97  51.03  16  2
310  558.17  507.29  50.88  16  2
          55
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Table 7 Spreadsheet of model option ZPLUM27 predictive behavior. 
 
Data Source: NIST, Peacock, Davis & Lee, NBSIR88-3752, April 1988, Series 1, Test Number 100B, Upper layer Temperature, Thermocouple Tree 1  
           
Time: (s)  UL Temperature (K)  ZPLUM2 Prediction  Prediction Error  Non-dimensional Error  Behavior Uncertainty 
0  317.56  317.56  0  0  0
10  391.02  476.21  85.19  27  2
20  427.33  494.63  67.3  21  2
30  472.85  521.73  48.88  15  2
40  486.61  539.18  52.57  17  2
50  515.48  549.27  33.79  11  2
70  522.61  562.37  39.76  13  2
80  532.62  566.90  34.28  11  2
90  527.73  570.61  42.88  14  2
100  522.99  573.71  50.72  16  2
110  521.56  576.35  54.79  17  2
120  525.87  578.63  52.76  17  2
130  530.05  580.62  50.57  16  2
140  537.93  582.37  44.44  14  2
150  540.07  583.93  43.86  14  2
160  546.42  585.33  38.91  12  2
170  543.57  586.60  43.03  14  2
180  535.06  587.75  52.69  17  2
190  517.63  588.80  71.17  22  2
200  541.54  589.76  48.22  15  2
210  547.31  590.65  43.34  14  2
220  546.01  591.47  45.46  14  2
230  547.43  592.24  44.81  14  2
240  546.35  592.95  46.6  15  2
250  550.67  593.61  42.94  14  2
260  548.33  594.24  45.91  14  2
270  546.81  594.82  48.01  15  2
280  550.54  595.37  44.83  14  2
290  539.24  595.89  56.65  18  2
300  558.00  596.39  38.39  12  2
310  558.17  596.85  38.68  12  2
          60
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Table 8 Spreadsheet of model option DPLUM7 predictive behavior. 
Data Source: NIST, Peacock, Davis & Lee, NBSIR88-3752, April 1988, Series 1, Test Number 100B, Upper layer Temperature, Thermocouple Tree 1  
           
Time: (s)  UL Temperature (K)  DPLUM Prediction  Prediction Error  Non-dimensional Error  Behavior Uncertainty 
0  317.56  317.56  0  0  0
10  391.02  501.89  110.87  35  2
20  427.33  513.00  85.67  27  2
30  472.85  536.09  63.24  20  2
40  486.61  557.62  71.01  22  2
50  515.48  568.08  52.6  17  2
70  522.61  581.76  59.15  19  2
80  532.62  586.50  53.88  17  2
90  527.73  590.39  62.66  20  2
100  522.99  593.64  70.65  22  2
110  521.56  596.41  74.85  24  2
120  525.87  598.80  72.93  23  2
130  530.05  600.88  70.83  22  2
140  537.93  602.72  64.79  20  2
150  540.07  604.36  64.29  20  2
160  546.42  605.83  59.41  19  2
170  543.57  607.16  63.59  20  2
180  535.06  608.36  73.3  23  2
190  517.63  609.47  91.84  29  2
200  541.54  610.48  68.94  22  2
210  547.31  611.41  64.1  20  2
220  546.01  612.27  66.26  21  2
230  547.43  613.07  65.64  21  2
240  546.35  613.82  67.47  21  2
250  550.67  614.52  63.85  20  2
260  548.33  615.17  66.84  21  2
270  546.81  615.78  68.97  22  2
280  550.54  616.36  65.82  21  2
290  539.24  616.91  77.67  24  2
300  558.00  617.43  59.43  19  2
310  558.17  617.92  59.75  19  2
          60
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The Time column shows various gaps of time in the test run. These time gaps are 
marked by a gray font at the time value that follows the gap. The gaps represent 
periods for which no data exists due to equipment malfunction. 
 
The UL Temperature Column gives the time indexed upper layer temperature as 
measured by a thermocouple tree in the burn room. The values are listed here with 
the accuracy in which they were reported in the test. 
 
The Model Prediction Column lists the output of the model. The model name is 
given in the title of the column and is a shorthand for the plume physics option 
employed in the WPI-Fire program. The values are listed here with the same as 
accuracy with which they were given in the model output file. 
 
The Prediction Error column shows the absolute value of the difference between 
the measurements and predictions. 
 
The Non-Dimensional Error column lists the prediction error divided by 1% of 
the measured initial upper layer temperature. This value has been rounded3 to the 
nearest ones place. 
 
The Behavior Uncertainty column gives results in which we are directly interested 
for validation. These values represent the number of digits in the non-dimensional 
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error. (Note that a value of zero for non-dimensional error indicates a blank entry 
so that the number of digits for this entry is zero in the behavior uncertainty 
column.) The total value of each model’s predictive behavior uncertainty may be 
found at the bottom of the column in a bold box.  
 
 
Value of the Model Validity Criterion for Each Model  
 
The MVC is a single value for each model in the group. It is found by transcribing 
the individual structure and behavior uncertainties for each model (found in the 
bold boxes of the spreadsheets) into the appropriate columns of a new 
spreadsheet. Then the MVC is computed by summing the uncertainties in the row 
corresponding to each model. The MVC values for the group of models shown in 
Table 9 range from 427 to 490.  
 
Table 9 MVC values for the model options operated within WPI-Fire.7 
 
Model  Structure 
Uncertainty
Behavior 
Uncertainty
Model Validity 
Criterion
      
MPLUM2 
operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 372 55 427
ZPLUM2 
operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 430 60 490
DPLUM 
operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 412 60 472
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6.3 Example 1A Step 3: RANK ORDER MODELS 
 
The models can be rank ordered for a qualitative perspective on their relative 
validity. The values of the MVC for each model are compared and then sorted in 
Table 10. The model with the lower MVC has most validity because there is less 
uncertainty associated with the model’s behavior and structure. 
 
Table 10 Ordering of models according to MVC value. 
Model  Structure 
Uncertainty
Behavior 
Uncertainty
 Model Validity 
Criterion
      
MPLUM2 operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 372 55  427
DPLUM operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 412 60  472
ZPLUM2 operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 430 60  490
 
The most valid model of the group is the McCaffrey plume physics option as 
operated within WPI-Fire. It has the lowest MVC at 427 bits. The Delichatsios 
option as operated within WPI-Fire with an MVC of 472 is inferior to the 
McCaffrey option. The Zukoski option is inferior to all the given options with an 
MVC of 490.  
 
6.4 Example 1A Step 4: INTERPRETING RESULTS 
 
The results of validation provide the MVC values for each of the models in the 
group. In this case, the McCaffrey plume physics option operated within WPI-
Fire has been shown to clearly be the most valid among the group of models for 
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predicting upper-layer temperature in this scenario. One cannot really generalize 
the result of the MVC validation based on few points from a single scenario to a 
realm more expansive than this scenario. Therefore, this model should be chosen 
from the group of models to best represent this particular near-field scenario in 
subsequent applications. This model is most valid because its MVC value is the 
smallest value of the group of models. A low MVC value means that there is less 
uncertainty associated with the choice of that model. 
 
This example is a clear demonstration of how the MVC method can be used to 
answer questions of model choice for a specific scenario. 
 
7 EXAMPLE 1B: GROUPING DATA REPRESENTING DIFFERENT 
SCENARIOS 
 
To extrapolate is to infer an unknown from something that is known. When 
making a prediction for a scenario that has never been tested, there is 
accompanied unease about the adequacy of one’s tools. One surmises that there is 
a credible limit on the acceptability of predicted values from a model validated for 
another different scenario. When extrapolating there is uncertainty introduced. 
The magnitude of this uncertainty is a function of the similarity of the application 
scenario to the validation scenario. 
 
In practice one adopts a safety (or uncertainty) factor to increase confidence about 
the legitimacy of predictions. Safety factors are subjective assessments of 
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confidence about the value in question. A safety factor is partly used to 
compensate for the uncertainty due to extrapolation.  
 
If one chooses validation data in a systematic way to cover a broad scope of 
scenarios, then one can validate models for more general applications. The benefit 
of using a validated model, as such, is that model predictions may be used in 
subsequent diverse applications with more confidence and therefore result in 
avoidance of some of the bulk of a safety factor meant to cover extrapolation 
uncertainty. This benefit is a consequence of the emphasis in the MVC method on 
evaluating the structure correspondence uncertainty of each model. 
 
7.1 Example 1B Step 1: SET-UP 
Assembly of Candidate Models  
 
Again, three plume physics options were chosen of the five available in WPI-Fire: 
McCaffrey11, Zukoski12 and Delichatsios13. The criterion used was the capability 
of the physics to handle the full spectrum of entrainment regions from far-field to 
near-field. The two Morton, Taylor, Turner10options are denied inclusion since 
they are capable of handling strictly a far-field entrainment regime which is 
insufficient for the context of this validation exercise. 
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Data Set for the Validation 
 
To create a validation data set representing the broader scenario, data points were 
selected from three tests: two different multi-room tests in a series conducted by 
Heskestad at Factory Mutual Research Corporation,14,22 and a third test which is 
the same test of Example 1A (Test 2 Peacock et al.14,15). The two Heskestad tests 
were chosen from a study14,22 conducted to furnish validation data for theoretical 
fire models. This test scenario involves different fire sources with different 
relationships between the interface height and the flame height. Test 7 represents 
a scenario whereby the interface height is at the same level as the mean flame 
height of a steady source. Test 31 is a scenario where a t2 growing fire (and 
growing mean flame height) entrains from the far-field at the beginning of the 
test. Then as the layer begins to descend, the fire entrains at the level of the mean 
flame height. Eventually as the layer continues its descent the entrainment is 
restricted to the near-field. These temperature measurements of Heskestad were 
obtained by Peacock23 and used to calculate upper layer temperature using the 
N% rule.16 The validation data set of this example includes these upper layer 
temperature results. 
 
These two Heskestad tests consist of three rooms connected by a corridor. The 
configuration is shown in Fig. 3. Data included in this validation was from a 
single thermocouple tree located in the burn room. Thermocouple spacing was at 
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0.4m intervals except closer towards the ceiling where spacing was decreased to 
0.15 – 0.02 meter intervals for finer resolution of measurements. An open 
doorway to the corridor was the only vent in the burn room which measured 3.6m 
X 3.6m X 2.5m high. Doorway thermocouple data would have been preferred17, 
as mentioned previously, but was not measured in this case. 
 
Fig. 3. Fire test compartment diagram showing burner location and compartment 
instrumentation.14 
 
Two reports14,22 provide the documentation specifically identifying the test 
conditions. Building materials included both a substrate and lining material on 
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each of the walls and ceiling. The substrate of the four walls and ceiling was 
gypsum wallboard. Both were lined with Marinite calcium silicate board. 
  
The fire source was a propylene burner. In Test 7 a small 0.3m burner was set to 
provide a steady 56 kW. In Test 31 a 0.91m burner was used to supply the 
growing fire fuel supply. The fire grew according to a t2 profile with 240 seconds 
until1 MW output. 
 
The broad scenario in this example is represented by 180 data points: 30 points 
from Test 2 of Peacock14,15 (see Ex 1A for description of Test 2), 60 points from 
Test 7, and 90 points from Test 31 of Heskestad.14,22  The points were selected 
from the start of the test for Test 2 (same data points as in Example 1A).  
 
Selection of points from the other tests was more complex. Test 31 had a 
parabolic fire growth rate that began with a very low fuel flow rate. The fuel flow 
rate at the beginning of the test was not suffuicient22 to saturate the fuel bed. As a 
result there was a long time lag from the beginning of the test until the time when 
thermocouple began to deviate from pretest values. In order to avoid the lag time 
in the set of validation data, the data points for inclusion in the validation data set 
were selected at a time, fuel flow rate and room gas temperature corresponding to 
one second after the burn room thermocouples in the ceiling jet deviated from 
pretest values. 
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Test 7 was a steady fire test. The validation data set required data points from a 
scenario where the layer height was steady. This condition is best characterized at 
the end of a steady test when a stabilized layer has formed. The data points for 
this test were selected starting at 60 seconds before burner shut-off. 
 
Model Requirements 
Two specific conditions requiring attention for proper simulation of the scenario 
were the single room representation of the scenarios and the single condensed 
material representation of the compartment room linings and substrates.  
 
In this example the room corridor configuration was simplified in the simulation 
as a single room fire ventilated to ambient. The validation data selected from 
Tests 7 and 31, as in Example 1A, represent conditions where the corridor layer 
depth is not shallower than the doorway transom depth. However, for the Test 7 
and Test 31 simulations, the burn room inflow conditions are approximated by a 
single room, ambient-venting simulation due to the low burn room interface 
height compared to that of the corridor. As in Example 1A, the single room 
venting to ambient is part of the context for validation of the plume physics 
options as operated within WPI Fire for this example. 
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The approach for condensing the layered substrate and lining materials into a 
single composite material involved averaging the property values of thermal 
conductivity, specific heat and density as was done Example 1A. Wall and ceiling 
materials were identical in the Heskestad compartment so that the upper layer 
contact surface and the lower layer contact surface of the model had the same 
material property values. 
 
Choices were made for physics subroutines as in Example 1A (see subsection 6.1) 
so that the MVC results of that example could be included in Example 1B without 
bias due to different simulation specifications.. 
 
7.2 Example 1B Step 2: CALCULATE 
 
Figs. 4 and 5 show upper layer temperature data compared to model predictions 
for Tests 7 and 31, respectively. Predictions were made using the blind approach 
where fuel flow values from the test were used for model input. Note how the 
model predictions errors vary depending upon the scenario of the test.  
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Fig. 4. Upper layer temperature predictions compared to Test 7 measurements.22 
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Fig. 5. Upper layer temperature predictions compared to Test 31 measurements.22 
 
The Test 31 predictions from all of the plume physics options showed some 
difficulty. The parabolic trend in temperature rise of the upper layer is not seen in 
the model until after the initial 10 seconds. This result is likely an artifact of either 
the modeled test starting conditions or the algorithm for estimating the upper layer 
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temperature when the layer depth is quite small. In either case these conditions are 
common among all the models here and the artifacts do not bias any model 
against the others. Thus the MVC is not affected by this prediction disagreement 
in the first 10 seconds. 
 
7.3 Example 1B Step 3: RANK ORDER MODELS 
 
Table 11 shows the models assembled in rank order by the MVC value. Results 
clearly indicate that the MPLUM2 option operated within WPI-Fire is the most 
valid model for this different scenario. 
 
Table 11 Models assembled in rank order based on MVC values. 
   Tests 7&31 Ex 1A:Test 2   
  Structure 
Uncertainty
Behavior 
Uncertainty
Behavior 
Uncertainty
 Model Validity 
Criterion
       
MPLUM2 operated 
w/in WPI-Fire 
 372 239 55  666
DPLUM operated 
w/in WPI-Fire 
 412 240 60  712
ZPLUM2 operated 
w/in WPI-Fire 
 430 251 60  741
 
7.4 Example 1B Step 4: INTERPRETING RESULTS 
 
This example is interesting because compared to Example 1A the context of the 
validation has been broadened. Plume physics options have been exercised in the 
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full range of their capacities from far-field down to the near-field. Compartment 
and fire characteristics were varied as well.  
 
The MPLUM2 option as operated within WPI-Fire proved to be the most valid 
model of the set. The MVC value for this context was lower than the values for 
the other models. This fact reveals that the MPLUM2 option has less model 
correspondence uncertainty (distorted and incomplete information) for the 
phenomena of this validation context. The other models are not equal rank. The 
DPLUM option exhibits less model correspondence uncertainty for this context 
than the ZPLUM2 option. 
 
On a practical level these results encourage the selection and use of the MPLUM2 
option for a range of scenarios. The other options are not supported by the MVC 
method. 
 
The MVC method does not seek to provide physics-based reasons for model 
ranking. However, one is naturally curious about the source of excess distortion 
and incompleteness of information in the model options. Investigation of the 
comparisons between the use of physics, empiricism and mathematical 
conveniences amongst the model options would provide a foundation for this 
judgment. Also, an examination of the physical states represented by the 
validation data at the time when large or frequent prediction errors occurred 
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would provide further insight. These tasks however are outside the scope of this 
particular appendix. 
 
8 SET 2: ENHANCING MVC RESULTS 
 
The quality of MVC method results can be enhanced through different techniques. 
Example 2A addresses the need for results incorporating the uncertainty of test 
repeatability. Example 2B provides a solution for the case when the MVC method 
application results in inconclusive evidence of validity. 
 
9 EXAMPLE 2A: TEST REPEATABILITY FOR A SPECIFIC SCENARIO 
 
Unpredictable circumstances prevent knowing much detail about the fire 
development to which any given building will be exposed. These circumstances 
could be15 as minute as the unevenness of burning of material or the turbulent 
nature of hot fire gases in motion. Other circumstances beyond control could be 
the irregular rearrangement by human occupants of fuels and ventilation within 
any compartment.  
 
Example 2A is an illustration of how some of the circumstances can be included 
in the MVC validation of models. The approach is to expand the validation data 
set to include variations in scenarios that give rise to unpredictable circumstances. 
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This example is specifically meant to show the capacity of the MVC method to 
incorporate random variations in test results. This example shows that when 
replicate test data is available and included in the validation data set, then the 
validation results can incorporate the stochastic variation of test results. This 
example validation data set includes data representing the random variation in the 
test scenario. It demonstrates how the MVC validation results are quite stable 
even when the allowance is made for random variation in the test data by 
including several runs of the same test. 
 
9.1 Example 2A Step 1: SET-UP 
 
Data Sets for the Validation 
Seven replicate room fire tests (Tests 100U,100W,100X,100Y,100Z,100AA& 
100AB) from Series 4 were chosen from the study by Peacock et al.14,15 These 
tests were from the same study from which Example 1A data was taken. An 
eighth test (Test 100V) was disqualified because of the poor quality of the upper 
layer temperature measurements. The test series was conducted to provide a 
measurement of the larger variations15 that exist in replicated tests such as 
potential errors from erratic burning and the random and systematic “noise” in the 
data acquisition process. 
 
The compartment layout, materials and test instruments were identical to those 
described in Example 1A. Only the fire source differed15 from Example 1A since 
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acetylene was added to the natural gas fuel in a ratio of 23 kW acetylene to 77 kW 
natural gas. The test was conducted with a steady heat release rate of 100 kW for 
15 minutes (900 s) duration. Two reports14,15 provide the documentation 
specifically identifying the test conditions.  
 
9.2 Example 2A Step 2: CALCULATE 
 
The series of tests produced seven different records of the upper layer temperature 
within the same compartment. The time temperature curves for the series have 
been compiled in Fig. 6. Qualitatively note the small but distinct variability in the 
temperature data. It is this variability in the data which is necessary to include in 
the analysis of validity in order to restrict the influence of stochastic processes 
and systematic “noise” on the outcome of the MVC analysis.  
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Fig. 6. Measured upper layer temperature values – Series 415 Tests 100U, 100W, 100X, 100Y, 
100Z, 100AA, 100AB. 
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Because there are seven tests and three models involved in this example, data is 
best presented in a figure rather than in a table. The Fig. 7 provides a summary of 
the behavior component of the MVC analysis. 
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Fig. 7. Surface plot of behavior uncertainty of models compared to the data. 
 
Fig. 7 gives behavior uncertainty values for each model as it performed compared 
to each of the seven tests. The base of the diagram provides a grid defining the 
layout the sample space. The z-axis gives the amount of behavior uncertainty. The 
behavior uncertainty is the correspondence uncertainty of the non-dimensional 
difference between the test upper layer temperature and the predicted model upper 
layer temperature. Even though there is variability in performance among tests (a 
result of the test repeatability) the model with the lowest amount of behavior 
correspondence uncertainty was consistently the MPLUM2 physics option within 
WPI-Fire. 
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9.3 Example 2A Step 3: RANK ORDER MODELS 
 
The variability, although significant among replicate tests, was not a factor in the 
ranking of models by the MVC method. Table 12 provides the range of values 
resulting from the MVC analysis based on the seven replicate tests. 
Table 12 Models assembled in rank order based on MVC value. 
 
Model  Structure 
Uncertainty 
 Behavior 
Uncertainty Range 
for Individual Tests 
Model Validity 
Criterion Range for 
Individual Tests 
    Tests 100U, 100W, 
100X, 100Y, 100Z, 
100AA, 100AB 
Tests 100U, 100W, 
100X, 100Y, 100Z, 
100AA, 100AB 
MPLUM2 
operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 372  39-53 411-425 
DPLUM operated 
w/in WPI-Fire 
 412  75-78 487-490 
ZPLUM2 
operated w/in 
WPI-Fire 
 430  69-76 499-506 
 
Table 12 shows that the MPLUM2 physics option operated within WPI-Fire is 
clearly the most valid model of the group. The range of values was easily lower 
than values for any other model. None of the models showed any overlap between 
the range of values calculated over the seven tests. (For instance, the upper end of 
the range of MVC values for the DPLUM option is lower than the lower end of 
the MVC values for the ZPLUM2 option.) Also, the rank among the models for 
each test of the validation data set was consistently as it is shown here in Table 
12. 
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9.4 Example 2A Step 4: INTERPRETING RESULTS 
 
This example shows that test repeatability for upper layer temperature did not 
disturb the ranking of the plume physics options operated within WPI-Fire. The 
result is that the MPLUM2 model may therefore be seen as the most valid model 
even under circumstances that influence test repeatability.  
 
The example also shows how one may use the MVC method to improve the 
confidence in the results. The incorporation of replicate tests, although not 
required of the method, adds credibility to the results. 
 
In a grander scheme it further shows an example of how the MVC method 
produces robust results that are not disturbed by a significant amount of test result 
uncertainty due to repeatability issues.  
 
10 EXAMPLE 2B: CONSTRUCTING AN AGGREGATE MODEL 
 
Quantifying model validity for various contexts has been the focus of this 
appendix so far. The result of being able to quantify the validity of a model by the 
MVC method is that we may discriminate among individual models of a set. 
However, choosing to exercise more valid models and avoiding less valid models 
implies there is some cut-off for validity. How one should set a value for this limit 
is not clear --- nor, as it turns out, is it necessary. 
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Since it is now possible to quantify the validity of a model, the MVC values can 
be used to provide more insight into the relative likelihood of each candidate 
among a set of models. As such, one can interpret MVC values as input to a 
relative weighting factor assigned to the candidate model in a set of relevant 
available models.24 The relative weights are used to influence the magnitude of 
contributions of each of the predictions from the set of models. Summing the 
validity weighted predictions results in an aggregate prediction.   
 
10.1 Aggregate Predictions 
 
Aggregate predictions were introduced 30 years ago - known as combined 
forecasts, weighted average forecasts or consensus forecasts. A survey of over 
200 articles on the subject concluded25 that simple aggregations of predictions 
were more robust than complex aggregations. In economics the Blue Chip Index 
is a simple average of individual economists' forecasts. In weather forecasting, 
different schemes of combining individual model predictions are widely used25 to 
make predictions of hurricane paths or the likelihood of precipitation. In general, 
combining individual forecasts26 into a simple or weighted average provides a 
more accurate forecast.  
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The aggregate prediction, A(y), is made here by combining predictions of various 
plausible models weighted by relative validity. The relationship for aggregating 
predictions is, 
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The function, )/( iMyf , is the predictive output, y, of model i. (In this example y 
represents predicted upper layer temperature values.) The weight, iw , is derived 
from the MVC value. The sum is made over the set from 1 to n of candidate 
models included in the aggregate. The weight is calculated by,  
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where, iMVC , is the validity criterion for the i
th model. The eqn (2) is derived by 
considering a weighting constant, 
∑
= n
i
i
i
i
MVC
MVCc . Such a weighting constant 
would give more weight to models with higher MVC values. Clearly this is not 
appropriate since models with high MVC values have more correspondence 
uncertainty than models with lower MVC values. Therefore, the preference is to 
take the converse of the weighting constant, ii cw −= 1 . Finally, since the sum of 
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A note of caution on aggregating in general: As a result of the mathematical 
requirement for mutual exclusivity2,24 models that are aggregated must have 
different parentage.  
 
Often models are enhanced as physical understanding becomes more concrete. 
Elements of a dominant model may become adopted by scientists wanting to 
improve lesser models. One or more models may then be related by parentage. 
When models related by parentage are combined in an aggregate then we are 
ignoring the mutual exclusivity requirement. Mutual exclusivity is a condition28 
where the joint occurrence of any pair of events (or intersection of events) is 
impossible. Models related by parentage such as Model A and Model B naturally 
have the capacity for intersection. As a result evidence counted towards the event 
that Model A is valid may also be counted towards the event that Model B is 
valid. In a mutually exclusive relationship between Models C and D, evidence 
counted towards Model C is counted against Model D. (No intersection exists 
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between the events.) Within the aggregation method the result is that uncertainty 
is introduced into the values of the weights of the aggregate prediction. This 
uncertainty is avoided by using models of different parentages. 
 
10.2 Calculating Weights From the Model MVC Values 
 
Two duplicate tests were chosen for this example. The use of duplicate tests here 
differs from the use of replicate tests previously. In the case of Example 2A the 
replicate tests provided data for each individual validation data set. Here the 
duplicate test data is used after validation to check the predictive accuracy of the 
aggregate model. Test 2 results were used to characterize the validity of the 
models. Test 3 results were used in the final analysis to compare with the final 
aggregate predictions. Both were identical tests from the series of tests undertaken 
by Peacock, et al.14,15 Test 2 results were also used for validation in Example 1A.  
 
The computer model WPI-Fire7 was used to make predictions. The three plume 
physics algorithms as they exist within WPI-Fire: MPLUM2, ZPLUM2, and 
DPLUM, were alternately used to make predictions. Plume physics was changed 
for each run of the model. Each of the three runs used the same input values. Test 
2 upper layer temperature data and results of the model predictions of upper layer 
temperature were used to validate the models with the MVC method.  
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The MVC method was applied to calculate results for the three different plume 
physics options of WPI-Fire. Then validity results were combined to calculate 
relative weights for each of the models. Weighting was calculated using eqn (2). 
The results of the weighting for each of the model options are shown in Table 13.  
 
Table 13 Weights for individual models in the aggregates. 
 
Model Aggregate 
Weights 
MPLUM2 operated w/in WPI-Fire 0.35 
ZPLUM2 operated w/in WPI-Fire 0.32 
DPLUM operated w/in WPI-Fire 0.33 
 
 
Values of the weights range from 0.32 to 0.35, with the largest weight being 9% 
more than smallest weight. The weights represent the MVC validity of each of the 
models relative to those others within the set. 
 
10.3 Making Aggregate Predictions 
 
The MPLUM2, ZPLUM2 and DPLUM physics options operated within WPI-Fire 
each produced a set of time-indexed predictions of the Test 2 and Test3 (duplicate 
tests) upper layer temperature. In order to calculate an aggregate prediction, those 
prediction results must be combined with the associated relative weight of each 
model. Aggregate predictions of upper layer temperature were calculated using 
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eqn (1). The aggregate predictions for upper layer temperature were compared to 
Test 3 results in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Time temperature curve comparing the aggregate prediction to experiment data. 
 
The time temperature curves of Fig. 8 show the experimental data from Test 3 of 
Peacock et al. compared to aggregate model predictions and the individual model 
predictions. Because of the weight values in the aggregate, each of the MLPUM2 
predictions are weighted by 9% more than the ZPLUM2 predictions in the 
aggregate prediction. The aggregate time temperature curve approximates the data 
curve better than either the MPLUM2, ZPLUM2 or DPLUM model options 
individually. It should be emphasized that this improvement was made without 
curve-fitting, but rather by combining individual model predictions according to 
their relative validity by the MVC method. 
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11 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
 
The Model Validity Criterion method is applied here in examples similar to 
problems engineers face in choosing and using models. Proper use of the method 
was demonstrated with careful attention to the linkage of fire dynamics. Finding 
models and data sets that were completely compatible was difficult to accomplish. 
Any incompatibility must become part of the validation context of the models. 
 
The intent of the Set 1 examples was to show how to use the detailed evaluation 
of the fire dynamics within a validation to ensure success with the MVC method  
The Example 1A gave a full demonstration of the method focusing upon the 
compatibility of models within a validation set. The MVC validation was 
restricted to the context of a single compartment fire scenario. The Example 1B 
further gave a demonstration of the method focusing upon the make up the 
validation data set. The validation data set was made up of a combination of 
individual data points in order to represent a more diverse spectrum of conditions 
of a fire plume within a compartment. 
 
 The Set 2 examples provided techniques to enhance the MVC results. The 
Example 2A showed that the uncertainty of validation data values, from one-
replicate test to another, due to test repeatability can be incorporated into an MVC 
validation. The example 2B demonstrated an aggregating procedure that can be 
used to combine, based upon validity, more than one model prediction. 
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The implications are that although in practice4 the selection of a model is not 
often made based upon the intended application, a validation method such as the 
MVC method allows engineers to deliberately choose models and make 
predictions based on model validity for the application fire scenario. A reduction 
of the frequency and/or severity of prediction errors will provide less risk of 
unexpected consequences. Less risk means safer buildings because fewer 
construction or renovation outcomes will lead to failures in building fire 
performance when failure avoidance had previously been predicted. 
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